
 

 

 
By Instructions of Astoca  

LARGE SALE OF UNUSED ENGINEER’S 
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT  

BIDDING ENDS 

From 1pm  Wednesday 9th September 2020 

VIEW 

Tuesday 8th September 2020, from 10am – 4.30pm by appointment with the auctioneers  

AT 

Astoca, Warren Street Sheffield S4 7WT 

COLLECTION DAYS 

Monday 14th and Tuesday 15 September by appointment with the auctioneers 

BUYERS PREMIUM 

15% plus VAT 

NOTICE 

This is a full PPE Site – visitors must wear adequate PPE at all times 
 
At the close of the timed Online Auction Sale final bid figures will be submitted to the seller for its approval and any Bid shall be 
subject to approval and acceptance by the Company/Seller.  
 
No bid may be withdrawn and the Company/Seller does not bind himself to accept the highest Bid or any other Bid placed in 
the course of the online Auction Sale. 
 
Reacting to the latest government announcements, we have to plan on this situation being the new normal and we will do all that we 
can to make Viewing and Collections as risk free as possible. You are reminded that All lots are available to view via our Online 
auction platforms. 
 
In order to protect both you and our staff we are taking immediate steps to help limit the spread of Coronavirus (COVID-19). This 
involves limiting physical contact on site. 
 
To ensure we are doing everything possible to reduce the risk of infection for both our customers and colleagues, we will be 
introducing some distancing measures for View days and collections.  
Please limit attendance on site to only one member of firm or family for viewing, and as small number as possible to deal with 
collection of your lots. All Viewing and Collections will now require an appointment. 



 

 

 

 
1 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

These Special Conditions of Sale should be read in conjunction with the General 
Conditions of Sale  for Online Auctions posted at www.eddisons.com and contained 
within this catalogue. 

 
2 VIEW 
 The lots will be on view on Tuesday 8th September 2020, from 10am – 4.30pm by 
appointment with the auctioneers 

NB The Auctioneers hereby specifically exclude liability for any accident or injury howsoever arising, sustained by any 
person or persons who may attend at the premises for the purpose of the auction, inspection, purchaser, collection or 
any other  business.  Children under the age of 16 are strictly not allowed on the auction premises 

 
3 SALE 

Bidding Ends: From 1pm Wednesday 9th September 2020 – please note that should 
any bid be received during the last 10 minutes of the sale, the chance to bid on that 
particular lot will be extended to 10 minutes.  Important – when bidding do not forget 
to refresh your screen to ensure you are aware of all current bids. 

 

4 REGISTRATION 
 To register for this sale visit www.eddisons.com and click on the appropriate sale. 
 

5 BUYERS PREMIUM 
A Buyers Premium of 15% plus VAT will be charged on all lots in addition to the 
hammer price. 

 

6 VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT) 
 VAT at the applicable rate will be added to all purchasers invoices.  
 

For EU purchasers we require a copy of your company letterhead stating your VAT 
number and address. Any invoices will be subject to a bond, which equals the value 
of the VAT and once we receive a copy of the delivery notes confirming the delivery 
of goods to the country of your registration, which is to our satisfaction, we will refund 
the VAT bond. We require these documents within two months of the invoice date.  
VAT is not refundable on the buyers premium. 

 
For purchasers out of the EU you will have to pay the VAT in the first instance and 
once we receive copies of bills of lading and delivery note confirming the delivery of 
goods, which is to our satisfaction we will refund the VAT. VAT is not refundable on 
the buyers premium. The bills of lading will need to quote the invoice number and 
Eddisons for us to match up your bills of lading with the correct invoice. We require 
these documents within two months of the invoice date.  

 

7 DECLARATION 
 All invoices will be emailed on Wednesday 9th September 2020 
 

8 PAYMENT TERMS 
 Full payment is required within 24 hours of the sale closing  
 (A) GENERAL 
 
 ALL LOTS MUST BE PAID FOR BEFORE COLLECTION.   

No purchaser shall be entitled to remove any lot, or part thereof, until full payment 
has been made to the Auctioneers for every lot purchased. 

http://www.eddisons.com/


 

 

 
(B) PAYMENT 
 
 ACCEPTED METHODS OF PAYMENT ARE: 
 Online Payments: 
 Debit Cards (Visa, Maestro/Switch, and Solo) – UK based only 

For the payments to be processed correctly please make sure you use the correct 
registered card address. Any other address will cause the transaction to fail. Please 
make sure you have sufficient funds before payment.  

 
 Bank Transfer Payments: 

Faster Payments Service or CHAPS – Please quote invoice number or buyer 
number as reference 

 
We DO NOT accept cash or cheques as payment please use the methods 
above. 

 
 For bank transfers: 
 Barclays Bank PLC                                                                                                                               
 Barclays Business Centre                                                                                                                          
 PO Box B72  
 17 Market Place                                                                                                                                        
 Huddersfield  
 HD1 2AB 
 
 Eddisons Commercial Limited 
 Plant & Machinery Clients Account 
 Account No: 40860484 
 Bank Sort Code: 20 48 46 
 Swift Code: BARCGB22 
 IBAN Code:  GB97BARC20484640860484 
 

9 ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING PROCEDURES 
The Law now requires that proof of identity must be presented to register at the sale. 
This can be provided either with a current signed passport, current full UK driving 
licence or utility bill. Cash deposits will NOT be accepted as an alternative proof of 
identification. Cash payments will not be accepted. 

 
 

10 BUYING INSTRUCTIONS 
Bidding is conducting online direct through the link on our website. All bids will be 
subject to client approval.  

 

11 TRANSFERS 
Eddisons will not recognise the sale of accounts (or parts of accounts) to third parties 
and we will only accept payment from and allow removal of items by the successful 
bidders themselves of their  appointed agent. 

 

12 PURCHASE OF GOODS THROUGH A FINANCE COMPANY 
Please notify us well in advance of the sale if you are intending to purchase through a 
finance company.  This is to ensure the finance company is able to make payment in 
accordance with the General & Special Conditions of Sale 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

13  REMOVAL OF LOTS 
 Monday 14th and Tuesday 15 September by appointment with the auctioneers during 

the hours of 9am and 4.00pm.    
 The goods are at risk of the Buyer immediately upon receipt of invoice from the 
Auctioneers and should be removed as soon as possible for security reasons.  
Eddisons reserve the right to charge  £5 + VAT per day for lots not collected within 
the removal deadline 

 

14 INSURANCE 
Goods become the responsibility of the purchaser at the fall of the hammer and we 
would recommend purchasers insure against all risks. (See Conditions of Sale). 

 

15 COLLECTION NOTES 
Purchasers must produce a Collection Note at the time of taking delivery of their Lots 
and Collection Notes will be issued by the Auctioneers only when they are satisfied 
that payment has been received 

 

16  COLLECTION SERVICE PROVIDERS 
Transnet is a courier company who are able to collect items on your behalf. To 
enquire about prices  and to arrange collection and delivery of your items, please 
contact Transnet Couriers directly on 0844 543 4433 or email 
info@transnetservices.co.uk ensuring that you quote Eddisons. 

 
 Mail Boxes, 38 Sunbridge Rd, Bradford, BD1 2DZ 
 Tel 01274726272 M:- 07976254758 
 Email:- admin@mbebradford.co.uk        www.mbebradford.co.uk 
 

These Couriers are not endorsed by Eddisons, other courier companies and 
transport services are available  

 
 Please note Eddisons does not provide a packing and boxing service. 
 

 

 
  

mailto:info@transnetservices.co.uk
mailto:admin@mbebradford.co.uk
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/1dlqBFX7GRNSZ?domain=mbebradford.co.uk


 

 

 
1. Interpretation 

 In these General Conditions the following definitions apply: 

 “Auction” any auction (whether a Live Auction or an Online Auction and whether conducted independently or 
simultaneously) conducted pursuant to these General Conditions and the Special Conditions; 

 “Auctioneer” the person conducting the Auction or to whom the conduct of the Auction is delegated under General 
Condition 7.12 below; 

 “Bidder” any person who offers to purchase any Lot whether by bidding at Auction or offering to purchase by 
private treaty or tender; 

 “Bid” an offer to purchase any Lot whether by bidding at Auction or offering to purchase by private treaty or tender, 
and “Bids” and “Bidding” shall be construed accordingly; 

 “Buyer” any person who agrees to purchase any Lot whether at Auction or by private treaty or tender and as 
determined under General condition 7.9 below; 

 "Buyer's Premium" a commission payable by the Buyer on the completion of a Sale the amount of which is set 
out in the Special Conditions; The Auctioneer, when acting as Agent for the Seller, may also receive commission 
from the Seller. 

 “Catalogue” the catalogue incorporating these General Conditions and the Special Conditions; 

 "Clearance Date and Time" the date and time on which all Lots must be removed by the Buyer from the Location 
as specified in the Special Conditions; 

 “Company” Eddisons Commercial Limited; 

 "Deposit" the sum payable by the Buyer to the Company as set out in the Special Conditions; 

 "Live Auction" any auction conducted at the Location or at such other location(s) as shall be notified by the 
Company in the Special Conditions or in the Catalogue; 

 “Location” the premises at which the Lots are located, as detailed on the website and in the auction catalogue; 

 “Lot” any Lot described in the Catalogue, on the Website or on the Company’s invoice; 

 "Online Auction" any auction conducted over the internet via the Website pursuant to these General Conditions 
and the Special Conditions; 

 "Sale" the sale of any Lot by Auction, private treaty or tender and as determined under General Condition 7.17 
below; 

 “Seller” the person upon whose instructions the Company is conducting the Sale; 

 “Special Conditions” any additions to these General Conditions set out or referred to in the Catalogue, announced 
at Auction or otherwise specified by the Company; 

 "Website" the website at: www.eddisons.com; 

 "VAT" Value Added Tax chargeable under English Law for the time being and any similar additional tax. 

2. Application of these General Conditions 

2.1. These General Conditions apply to every Auction of any or all assets, whether tangible or intangible, conducted 
by the Auctioneer and to any Lot offered for sale in the Auction whether that Lot includes property fixed to land or 
not fixed to land or any other personal property. 

2.2. If these General Conditions have not previously been accepted by a person bidding at the Auction, bidding for 
any Lot in the Auction shall be deemed to be an acceptance by the Bidder of these General Conditions. 

2.3. These General Conditions, the Special Conditions and any terms set out in the Catalogue shall together comprise 
"Conditions of Sale". 

2.4. To the extent that these General Conditions are inconsistent with any special conditions set out or referred to in 
the Auction Catalogue or announced at the Auction, the Auctioneer may adopt the condition deemed most 
appropriate in the circumstances, decided at his sole discretion. 

2.5. These General Conditions shall be governed, construed and enforced in accordance with the law of England but:  

(a) if the Auction is held in Scotland, in accordance with the law of Scotland; 

(b) if the Auction is held in Northern Ireland, in accordance with the law of Northern Ireland. 

2.6. Any reference to writing or written shall include email.  



 

 

 

2.7. Any word or phrase having a meaning defined in these General Conditions shall have the same meaning when 
used in the Special Conditions. 

3. Identities of the Parties 

3.1. Every Bidder is required to give his name and address and provide satisfactory proof of identity and such other 
information and documentation as is required to the Company before making any Bid and in the case of: 

(a) a Live Auction by the completion of a registration form; 

(b) an Online Auction by online registration at the Website; and 

(c) a private treaty or tender by prior registration or notification of details, as and when requested by the Company. 

3.2. The Company reserves the right at any time to reject the registration of any persons and refuse access to the 
Auction at its sole discretion. 

3.3. On registration in accordance with General condition 3.1 the Bidder acknowledges that only adults aged 18 years 
and over are entitled to enter into a legally binding contract and as a result they are the only people entitled to 
register for the Auction. By registering the Bidder warrants that he is aged 18 years or older and is capable of 
forming a legally binding contract. 

4. The Seller's Instructions and Warranties 

4.1. The Seller warrants that:- 

(a) to any Lot offered for sale he will be able to pass good and unencumbered title free from third party claims; 

(b) any Lot offered for sale may lawfully be sold; 

(c) the premises where the Auction is to be held (if not the Auctioneers premises) will be safe for that purpose and 
that it will be lawful to hold the Auction there; 

(d) Errors & omissions. Details are provided in good faith. They should not be relied upon as fact and buyers must 
make their own investigations where measurements, mileage, hours, condition or authenticity are critical. Buyers 
should make themselves satisfied they are happy with the lot before they bid as viewing is available on all lots by 
prior appointment, all bids are non-retractable.  

 We strictly enforce our terms and conditions. Potential purchasers, who do not inspect lots prior to bidding, do so 
at their own risk.  

 The condition and function of an item should be confirmed by the bidder, prior to bidding, there will be NO refunds 
or allowance given after the closure of the bidding process. Your bid is your commitment to purchase, not to view 
or negotiate after the sale. Transgression of these rules will result in the bidder being blocked from taking part in 
future auctions.  

 No warranty is offered or implied; each lot is bought and sold as seen. Viewing is welcome and recommended. 

4.2. If the Seller's instructions are given by the Seller's agent, the Seller's agent warrants that he has the Seller's 
authority:  

(a) to instruct the Auctioneer; 

(b) to give the warranties set out in condition 4.1 above; 

(c) to instruct the Auctioneer to act in accordance with these General Conditions and any special conditions. 

5. The Auctioneer's Remuneration 

5.1. The Auctioneer's remuneration shall be such as has been agreed between the Seller and the Auctioneer. 

5.2. The Auctioneer may deduct his remuneration from monies received from Buyers before accounting to the Seller 
for the balance. 

6. Bidding on behalf of Another 

6.1. Unless the Auctioneer has previously acknowledged in writing that the Bidder bids as agent on behalf of a named 
principal, every Bidder shall be taken to bid on his own behalf as principal. 

6.2. If the Auctioneer has earlier acknowledged in writing that the Bidder bids as agent on behalf of a named principal, 
the Bidder warrants that he has the authority of his principal to make each bid he makes. 

6.3. Any Bidder acting as agent on behalf of a named principal shall remain liable to the Seller and the Company for 
all obligations and liabilities of his principal jointly and severally with the principal. The Bidder warrants that he 
has the authority of his principal to make each Bid made.  

 



 

 

 

7. Conduct of the Auction 

7.1. The Auctioneer offers each lot as agent of the Seller and not as principal unless otherwise indicated In the Auction 
Catalogue.  

7.2. Any Lot may be subject to a reserve price unless otherwise indicated in the Auction Catalogue. 

7.3. The Seller or his representative or the Auctioneer on his behalf may bid for any Lot unless otherwise indicated in 
the Auction Catalogue. Persons entitled to Bid pursuant to this condition 7.3 shall be entitled to place Bids on any 
Lot up to the reserve price including by placing Bids in response to other Bidders. 

7.4. The Auctioneer may at any time before close of the online auction withdraw or divide any Lot or combine any 
Lots. 

7.5. With the previous consent of the Seller, the Auctioneer may sell any Lot by private sale before or after the Auction. 

7.6. No Bid shall be retracted without the consent of the Auctioneer.  

7.7. The Auctioneer will require any Bidder to give his name and address and to provide satisfactory proof of identity 
before making any bid. The Bidder must also complete the online registration at the Auctioneer's website. 

7.8. The Auctioneer may reject any bid at his sole discretion and without being required to give a reason. 

7.9. The Buyer shall be the person who made the highest bid before the conclusion of the Sale pursuant to condition 
7.16 subject to approval and acceptance by the Company, the Auctioneers and the Seller or such other person 
as the Auctioneer may declare to be the Buyer without being required to give a reason. 

7.10. The Auctioneer may decide whether there is a dispute between Bidders, may summarily determine the dispute or 
immediately again offer the Lot for sale, in each case without being required to give a reason. 

7.11. The Auctioneer shall in every other respect decide how the Auction is to be conducted and without being required 
to give a reason. 

7.12. The Auctioneer may in his sole discretion delegate to a person whom he believes to be competent the conduct of 
the Auction in accordance with these General Conditions. 

7.13. The Auctioneer may from time to time act jointly with an associated Auctioneer who will be named in the Catalogue 
and/or in the Special Conditions. 

7.14. Lot descriptions will be amended as appropriate as and when information becomes available to the Company. 
Prospective Bidders must read Lot descriptions before making a Bid so that they are fully aware of any 
amendments to the description appearing in the Special Conditions and/or on the Website or in the Catalogue in 
relation to a particular Lot. 

7.15. A Sale is concluded (constituting acceptance of the Bidder`s offer, subject to General Condition 7.9 above) when: 

(a) in the case of a Live Auction, on the fall of the Auctioneer's hammer; and/or, 

(b) in the case of an Online Auction, at the close of the timed Online Auction Sale as specified on the Website and 
as defined by General Condition 7.20(c) below or; 

(c) in the case of a private treaty or tender, when the Bidders Bid is accepted by the Company, such acceptance to 
be communicated to the Bidder in writing by way of receipt of the Company’s invoice. 

7.16. The Buyer shall be the person who made the highest Bid before the conclusion of the Sale pursuant to General 
Condition 7.15 above subject to approval and acceptance by the Company, the Auctioneers and the Seller or 
such other Bidder as the Auctioneer and/ or the Company may declare to be the Buyer without being required to 
give a reason. The Auctioneer and/ or the Company and/ or the Seller is not bound to accept the highest Bid or 
any other Bid placed in the course of the Auction. 

7.17. In the case of an Online Auction the Buyer, as determined under General Condition 7.9 above, shall within a 
reasonable time after the conclusion of the Sale receive by email an invoice in respect of the monies due for the 
Lot(s) purchased. 

7.18. In the event that the reserve price is not met, the Company may consider the Bids received below the reserve 
price with the Seller who at its sole discretion may accept, reject or place a counteroffer. 

(a) Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid even if at the time of placing it the RESERVE is NOT MET. Vendors 
regularly instruct us to reduce the reserves in the closing hours and put items on sale. Remember when placing 
a bid you are bidding to buy! 

7.19. On conclusion of the Sale and acceptance of the Bidders Bid pursuant to General Conditions 7.15 and 7.9 above, 
the Buyer acknowledges and agrees that he has entered into a contract with the Seller to buy the Lot and the 
Buyer must complete the transaction to purchase the Lot. 



 

 

 

7.20. In relation to an Online Auction: 

(a) the Company cannot guarantee that the internet services will operate continuously or without interruptions and 
this could affect the conduct of the Online Auction and the Bidders ability to Bid online. The Company shall not 
be liable in any respect in the event of any dispute due to errors, omissions or disruptions to internet services or 
power failures or any other unforeseen circumstances which may occur during the Online Auction; 

(b) the Auctioneer may at any time, without notice, postpone or cancel an Online Auction or extend an Online Auction 
beyond the published closing time (including extension of the timed Online Auction in accordance with General 
Condition 7.20(c) below); 

(c) the timed Online Auction Sale is auto bid extension enabled meaning that where a Bid is placed within ten minutes 
of the original scheduled close of the timed Online Auction the scheduled close of the timed Online Auction will 
automatically be extended by to ten minutes remaining. This continues with a new scheduled close time each 
time a Bid is placed until no-one places a Bid before the last scheduled close of the timed Online Auction. Every 
time a Bid is placed within ten minutes or less left in the Online Auction the time will change to ten minutes Bidding 
time until there are no more Bids. Such time shall then be deemed to be the close of the timed Online Auction. 

7.21. Risk of damage to or loss of the Lot(s) shall pass to the Buyer immediately upon the conclusion of the Sale. 

7.22. Copies of the Auctions (Bidding Agreements) Act 1927 and 1969 are held at the Company’s and/or the 
Auctioneer’s principal place of business. 

8. After the Sale 

8.1. Upon the Auctioneer declaring any Lot sold, the Buyer shall immediately:  

(a) identify any person on whose behalf he has bought; 

(b) pay to the Auctioneer if requested a deposit of up to 25 per cent of the price. 

8.2. Within the time specified in condition 8.3 below, the Buyer shall pay the following sums to the Auctioneer in full:  

(a) the balance of the price of all Lots purchased together with any VAT due; 

(b) the value as summarily determined by the Auctioneer, whose determination shall be final and binding, of all or 
part of any Lot or of the premises where the Auction is held which has been damaged or destroyed by the Buyer 
or his principal or his agent. 

(c) any other payment or amount due to the Seller and/or the Company pursuant to these General Conditions or the 
Special Conditions.  

(d) Changing of Invoices already raised (i.e. changing the name and address) carries an administration fee of £10 + 
Vat. 

8.3. The time for complying with condition 8.2 above shall be the time specified in the Auction catalogue or if no time 
is specified there, 4pm on the next working day, and in every case time shall be of the essence. 

(a) Bidders who fail to pay or fail to pay within the allotted time will have their account suspended and will be removed 
from any further bidding process, reinstatement will be subject to a £20 + Vat administration fee at the auctioneers 
discretion. 

8.4. The Auctioneer may at any time in his sole discretion grant the Buyer an extension of time for complying with 
condition 8.2 above, in which case the Buyer shall pay to the Auctioneer in full before moving or removing the Lot 
interest on any unpaid sums at a rate of 1.5 per cent above Barclays Bank plc base rate in force from time to time. 

8.5. Until the Buyer has complied with condition 8.2 above:  

(a) title to any Lot bought shall not pass to the Buyer; 

(b) the lot shall be at the Buyer's risk; 

(c) the Auctioneer shall have a lien over any Lot bought by the Buyer in the Auction; 

(d) if the Buyer effects or purports to effect a resale or any other disposition of all or part of the Lot, the Buyer shall 
hold proceeds of resale or other disposition on trust for the Auctioneer and the Seller. 

8.6. On written request by the Buyer, the Auctioneer shall provide a VAT invoice in proper form, if appropriate. 

8.7. In view of Money Laundering Regulations the Company reserves the right to refuse payment in cash. 

8.8. The Company will only accept payment from the Buyer or its authorised agent.  

9. Removal of Lot Bought 

9.1. The removal of Lots from the Location shall be undertaken by the Buyer entirely at its own risk and without any 
liability whatsoever to the Company. 



 

 

 

9.2. Buyers are responsible for any and all costs and expenses incurred in relation to the removal of Lots and any 
other applicable charges, taxes and insurance costs.  

9.3. The Buyer may not remove any Lot he has bought until after the end of the Auction. 

9.4. The Buyer may not remove any Lot until the Buyer has paid by cleared funds the sums specified in condition 8.2 
above in full for every Lot he has bought. 

9.5. After paying the sums specified in condition 8.2 above, the Buyer must remove the Lot(s) bought by the time 
specified in the Auction Catalogue or if no time is specified, 4.00pm on the next working day and in every case 
time shall be of the essence. Late collections not authorised will be subject to a £10 + Vat per pallet space storage 
fee.  

9.6. The Auctioneer may at any time at his sole discretion and on terms specified by him grant the Buyer an extension 
of the time specified in condition 9.5 above. 

9.7. If any Lot is not removed by the time specified in condition 9.5 above (or any extension granted under condition 
9.6 above), the Buyer must pay to the Auctioneer any costs incurred due to the delayed removal. 

9.8. If the Lot bought is or includes a motor vehicle, no warranty is given that the vehicle may safely or lawfully be 
driven on the road. 

(a)  If the vehicle does not have a V5C document, the purchaser will need to complete form V62 ‘Application for a 
vehicle registration certificate’ and send it to DVLA with any fees that may be applicable, DVLA have advised that 
any new V5C documents could take up to 6 weeks to be issued. 

9.9. When removing any Lot the Buyer:  

(a) Is responsible for detaching any Lot fixed to land and must do so safely and lawfully and must not use flame 
cutters, explosives or any other dangerous equipment or process without previous written permission signed by 
or on behalf of the Auctioneer. 

(b) must use safe and lawful means of removing the Lot; 

(c) shall indemnify the Auctioneer and the Seller against any loss damage legal or  other expenses and any claim 
arising from the detaching of the Lot or its removal; 

(d) shall have insurance in respect of such indemnity and shall on request produce to the Auctioneer a receipt for the 
last premium due or other sufficient evidence that such insurance has been effected and remains in force. 

9.10. The Company will only permit the removal of Lots purchased by the Buyer or its authorised agents.  

9.11. Lots may only be removed during normal working hours or such hours as are specified in the Special Conditions. 
No clearance on Bank or Public Holidays.  

9.12. If required, prior to removing any Lot from any Location, the Buyer must prepare a Risk Assessment and Methods 
Statement which complies with The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007, COSHH or with 
any subsequent amendments thereof or such other legislation as may be in force. Any such statement is to be 
provided to the Company.  

9.13. The Buyer undertakes to comply with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998 in processing data held by 
them in connection with any Lot. The Buyer undertakes to delete any data that may inadvertently remain on the 
subject hardware, save for where such data forms part of a sale of the business.  

10. Default by the Buyer 

10.1. If at any time the Buyer has failed either to pay the sums specified in condition 8.2 above in full by the expiry of 
the time specified in condition 8.3 above (or any extension granted under condition 8.4 above), or to remove any 
Lot by the time specified in condition 9.5 above (or any extension granted under condition 9.6 above), the 
Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that Lot, in which case any deposit shall be forfeit, and that Lot may be resold 
by auction or privately. 

10.2. If the Buyer fails to make any payment on the due date for payment then, without limiting any other right or remedy 
available to the Seller, the Buyer shall pay to the Company interest (both before and after any judgment) on the 
amount unpaid at the rate of 1.5% above the bank base rate of Barclays Bank Plc per month or any part thereof 
until payment in full is made.  

10.3. If the Auctioneer has rescinded the sale but the Buyer has removed the Lot bought, the Auctioneer shall be entitled 
without previous notice to enter upon any premises where he believes the Lot to be and remove it. 

10.4. If the Auctioneer has rescinded the sale and the Lot has been resold, the Buyer shall make good any deficiency, 
namely:  

(a) the sale price less the resale price; 



 

 

 

(b) the costs of and incidental to resale. 

10.5. The Auctioneer shall not be liable to account to the Buyer in event of a resale at a higher price than the price 
contracted to be paid by the Buyer.  

10.6. If because the Buyer has failed to remove any Lot by the time specified in condition 9.5 above (or any extension 
granted under condition 9.6 above), the Seller is unable to give vacant possession on disposing of or relinquishing 
any interest in the premises from which the Lot should have been removed, the Buyer shall compensate the Seller 
for any loss resulting. 

10.7. The Buyer shall indemnify the Seller and/or the Company against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or 
liabilities incurred by the Seller and/or the Company arising from the Buyer's failure to remove the Lot. 

11. Liabilities and Indemnities 

11.1. The Auctioneer warrants that he believes that the Seller of each Lot is able to pass good title, and if the Seller is 
not able to do so, the Auctioneer shall use his reasonable endeavours to assist the Buyer in obtaining good title 
and in pursuing any remedies the Buyer may have against the Seller, but the Auctioneer shall not be bound to 
initiate litigation and shall not be under any other obligation to the Buyer. 

11.2. Each Lot is sold as seen and where lying. 

11.3. No Lot is sold as comprising or including any new goods. 

11.4. The Auctioneer does not represent any Lot as being in a condition which makes it suitable for domestic use. 
Despite the above, should Buyers intend to supply any Lots for domestic use, they should ensure that the Lots 
comply with the requirements of the Furniture and Furnishings (Fire Safety) Regulations 1988 or any other similar 
law.  

11.5. The Auctioneer neither has nor professes any expert or other knowledge of any Lot sold and there is hereby 
excluded any liability the Auctioneer might otherwise incur and any right or immunity the Buyer might otherwise 
possess In respect of any conditions, warranties or representations relating to the condition of any Lot sold or the 
merchantable quality of any Lot or its fitness for the particular or any purpose for which it is or may be required 
whether such conditions, warranties or representations are expressed or implied in the Auction Catalogue or are 
the subject of oral or written statements made by or on behalf of the Auctioneer or any other person before or in 
the course of the Auction. 

11.6. No liability shall attach to the Auctioneer either in contract or in tort for loss injury or damage legal or other 
expenses sustained by the Seller, any Bidder, the Buyer or any other person by reason of:  

(a) any defect in any Lot sold, whether or not such defect be latent or apparent on examination; 

(b) any defect or danger of the premises where the Auction is held; 

(c) any alleged failure of the Auctioneer properly to advertise the Auction or to seek or obtain expert advice with 
regard to any Lot offered for sale or its reserve price; 

(d) any act or omission of the Auctioneer in the conduct of the Auction or after the Auction; 

(e) any act or omission of any person other than the Auctioneer. 

11.7. The Seller shall indemnify the Auctioneer in respect of any claims made by another or third party for any loss 
injury damage or legal or other expenses referred to in condition 11.6 above. 

11.8. The Auctioneer shall not be liable to indemnify the Seller or any Bidder or the Buyer in respect of any claims made 
by another or third party for any loss injury damage or legal or other expenses referred to in condition 11.6 above. 

11.9. Conditions 11.3 to 11.1 shall not be valid insofar as prohibited by statute. 

11.10. In no circumstances shall the Auctioneer be liable for any consequential loss or damage. 

12. Waiver 

12.1. No indulgence by the Auctioneer shall prevent the Auctioneer or the Seller subsequently insisting upon their 
respective rights and remedies. 

13. Health and Safety At Work Act 1974 (HSWA) 

13.1. Waivers (SHE-42 and 42a) 

13.2. Section 6 (8) of the Act - In certain instances it may be necessary for the Purchaser to give a written undertaking 
pursuant to Section 6 (8) of the Health and Safety At Work Act 1974. 

13.3. Asbestos/Hazardous Substances. It is expressly brought to the purchasers attention that certain types of plant or 
main service installations could contain Asbestos, dangerous chemicals, etc, which if not handled correctly during 
their removal from the site could be in breach of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, the Control of Asbestos  



 

 

 

 at Work Regulations 2002, the Asbestos (Licensing) Regulations as amended and the Control of Substances 
Hazardous to Health Regulations 1988 (COSHH) or any other current legislation covering the use of such 
substances in a working environment. 

13.4. All purchasers must comply with all current legislations and regulations, including the Water Industry Act 1994 (as 
amended) and the Environment Protection Act 1990, as amended; In relation to the removal/disposal of 
waste/trade effluent including hazardous waste and may be required to satisfy Eddisons in relation to their 
disposal/removal procedures. Where waste materials are removed all work must be undertaken by an approved 
and licensed contractor. 

14. Acknowledgements and Exclusion of Warranties 

14.1. The Buyer acknowledges that in agreeing to purchase any Lot he is not relying on any warranties or 
representations made by the Seller or the Company or any of their employee’s agents or representatives. All 
representations, warranties and conditions, express or implied, statutory or otherwise in respect of all and any of 
the Lots are expressly excluded and without limitation any warranties and conditions as to title, quiet possession, 
satisfactory quality, fitness for purpose and description are excluded to the fullest extent as permitted by law. 

14.2. The Buyer further acknowledges that neither the Sellers nor the Company shall in any circumstances be liable to 
or to compensate the Buyer nor shall the Buyer be entitled to rescind the Sale or reject any Lot for an error 
omission or misstatement contained in the Catalogue and/or in the Special Conditions. 

14.3. The Buyer also acknowledges that:- 

(a) all the Lots are purchased on the basis that risk of good title to all or any of them passing to the Buyer is at the 
Buyer’s risk and without limitation the Lots are sold subject to any claims, liens, distraint and execution and subject 
to all leasing, hire or hire purchase agreements and reservation of title claims (if any) in respect of them; 

(b) if it shall be found that the Seller does not have title to all or any of the Lots the Buyer shall have no right to rescind, 
avoid or vary this agreement or to claim damages or a reduction in the price paid or payable; 

(c) anything found in, under, near or in any Lot which is not specifically included in the description of the Lot remains 
the property of the Seller; 

(d) any intellectual property rights or software subsisting in a Lot may be third party property and as such the Seller 
and/or the Company may be unable to effect transfer. The Buyer will not be authorised to use intellectual property 
rights or software and any such use or transfer shall be at the Buyers sole risk. 

14.4. The Buyer undertakes that it shall ensure that any vehicle comprised in any Lot is in a roadworthy condition in 
accordance with the Road Vehicle (Construction and Use) Regulations 1986 and any subsequent amendments 
thereof or such other relevant regulations as shall from time to time be in force before using it on a public road. It 
is the Buyer’s responsibility to remove Company logos and lettering from vehicles. Odometer readings are not 
warranted. 

14.5. The Buyer acknowledges that any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the Lot(s) may not 
necessarily comply with any statutory requirements or regulations governing the use of that plant, machinery or 
equipment in their working environment. Neither the Seller nor the Company shall incur any liability to the Buyer 
because of any default or defect in all or any of the Lots. Buyers are entirely responsible for ensuring that the use 
of any item of plant, machinery or equipment does not contravene any health and safety and environmental 
legislation in existence at the time of the Sale. 

14.6. The Buyer acknowledges and agrees that the Company is acting only as agent of the Seller and it is expressly 
agreed and declared that no personal liability in connection with the Sale of any Lot or otherwise shall fall on the 
Company and the Buyer shall indemnify the Company against all and any liabilities arising under or in connection 
with the Sale of any Lot. Insolvency Practitioner(s), including but not restricted to Administrative Receiver(s), 
Administrator(s), Liquidator(s), Trustee(s) and Supervisor(s) act as agent(s) for the Seller without personal liability 
and shall incur no personal liability whatsoever in relation to a Sale or pursuant to any document relating thereto. 

14.7. The Buyer agrees that the General Conditions and the exclusions which they contain are fair and reasonable 
bearing in mind that:- 

(a) the Buyer must rely absolutely on the Buyer’s own opinion and/or professional advice concerning the quality, 
state, condition, performance and functionality of the Lots any right, title or interest which is sold under the terms 
of these General Conditions, their fitness and suitability for any particular or any purpose, the possibility that some 
or all of them may have defects not apparent on inspection and examination including, without limitation, the 
presence of contamination and the possibility that the Buyer may not acquire title and the fact that the Buyer 
would have no remedy under this Agreement should that happen; 

(b) the Buyer has available to it skilled professional advice and on that basis agrees to purchase a Lot for a 
consideration calculated to take into account amongst other things the risk to it represented by the fact that the 
parties believe that all the exclusions and limitations set out in these General Conditions would be recognised as  



 

 

 

 

 being fully effective by the Courts and the Seller making it clear that it would not have agreed to sell any Lot on 
any other basis except for a higher consideration; 

(c) the Buyer has been given every opportunity which might reasonably be expected to examine and inspect the Lots. 

14.8. Notwithstanding anything else in these General Conditions, the Seller’s and the Company’s total liability under or 
in connection with the Sale of any Lot, whether in respect of breach of contract, tort (including negligence), breach 
of statutory duty or otherwise, including consequential loss, shall be limited in aggregate to the price paid for the 
Lot or if no price has been paid then the higher of the market value or reserve price for the Lot. This General 
Condition 8.8 does not apply to liability for death or personal injury. 

14.9. The Buyer acknowledges that a Sale by Auction is not a consumer sale for the purposes of the Sale of Goods Act 
1979 (as amended by the Sale and Supply of Goods Act 1994) and the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 and the 
Buyer shall not seek to rely upon and conditions or warranties implied thereby or by any other legislation. 

15. Entire Agreement 

15.1. These General Conditions, the Special Conditions and the Auction Catalogue constitute the entire agreement 
between the parties and supersede and extinguish all previous agreements, promises, assurances, warranties, 
representations and understandings between them, whether written or oral, relating to its subject matter. 

15.2. Each party agrees that it shall have no remedies in respect of any statement, representation, assurance or 
warranty (whether made innocently or negligently) that is not set out in this agreement. Each party agrees that it 
shall have no claim for innocent or negligent misrepresentation or negligent misstatement based on any statement 
in this agreement. 

16. Jurisdiction 

16.1. Each party irrevocably agrees that the courts of England and Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any 
dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with this agreement or its subject matter or formation (including 
non-contractual disputes or claims). 

 
 

  



 

 

 
 

There will be a Buyers Premium of 15% plus VAT  
 
PLEASE SEE SALE NOTES RE PAYMENT AND COLLECTION OF LOTS 

 
CATALOGUE 

 
Bidding Ends: From 1pm Wednesday 9th September 2020  
 
 

1 Unused 3 drawer roller cabinet (red) with bottom compartment; Fully locking with keys; 850mm x 690mm x 460mm 
o/all; Supplied with top mat and drawer liners. 

2 Mitutoyo 118-103 deep framed sheet metal micrometer; Unused, 0-25mm capacity; flat anvil/spindle; 300mm throat; 
Including wooden box. 

3 Mitutoyo 118-103 deep framed sheet metal micrometer; Unused, 0-25mm capacity; flat anvil/spindle; 300mm throat; 
Including wooden box. 

4 Mitutoyo 118-103 deep framed sheet metal micrometer; Unused, 0-25mm capacity; flat anvil/spindle; 300mm throat; 
Including wooden box. 

5 Mitutoyo 160-127, 0 - 300mm capacity nib jaw fine adjustment vernier caliper; Unused; Hardened stainless steel 
construction 

6 (10) Draper 150mm grade A engineer's steel squares 

7 (10) Draper 150mm grade A engineer's steel squares 

8 Unused tools consisting: (1) C.K. CKT6202 112lb/50kg Pocket spring balance; (1) Mitutoyo 611506-131, 0.5mm steel 
gauge block; (2) AEG, FS477-104, 12" external firm joint calipers; (1) Starrett 667-5. .005" 12" long feeler stock 

9 Fluke 62MAX unused infrared thermometer; -30C to +500C range; Accuracy 0.5%. 

10 Sealey VS 005 Unused refractometer 

11 Sealey VS 005 Unused refractometer 

12 Dewalt DCV 517N Unused 18 volt hand held vacuum BODY ONLY; wet/dry; 1.9 litre capacity;  

13 Sealey SA653 V3 Unused 90 degree air die grinder Midi size with safety trigger 

14 Sealey SA653 V3 Unused 90 degree air die grinder Midi size with safety trigger 

15 Sealey SA653 V3 Unused 90 degree air die grinder Midi size with safety trigger 

16 Sealey SA653 V3 Unused 90 degree air die grinder Midi size with safety trigger 

17 Sealey SA653 V3 Unused 90 degree air die grinder Midi size with safety trigger 

18 Sealey SA653 V3 Unused 90 degree air die grinder Midi size with safety trigger 

19 Sealey SA653 V3 Unused 90 degree air die grinder Midi size with safety trigger 

20 Sealey SA653 V3 Unused 90 degree air die grinder Midi size with safety trigger 

21 (12 pairs) Knipex 77 22 115 Unused 4.1/2"/115mm red handle diagonal cutters; 0.8mm cutting capacity 

22 (24 pairs) Knipex 78 03 125SBE Unused Super Knip side cutters; 125mm flush; 1.6mm cutting capacity 

23 (24 pairs) Knipex 78 03 125SBE Unused Super Knip side cutters; 125mm flush; 1.6mm cutting capacity 

24 (24 pairs) Knipex 78 03 125SBE Unused Super Knip side cutters; 125mm flush; 1.6mm cutting capacity 

25 (24 pairs) Knipex 78 03 125SBE Unused Super Knip side cutters; 125mm flush; 1.6mm cutting capacity 

26 (24 pairs) Knipex 78 03 125SBE Unused Super Knip side cutters; 125mm flush; 1.6mm cutting capacity 

27 (24 pairs) Knipex 78 03 125SBE Unused Super Knip side cutters; 125mm flush; 1.6mm cutting capacity 

28 (24 pairs) Knipex 78 03 125SBE Unused Super Knip side cutters; 125mm flush; 1.6mm cutting capacity 

31 (18 pairs) Draper 07050 Unused 140mm general duty long nose pliers 

32 (3 pairs) Boddington Unused insulated hand tools: (1) PA1968/10A Cable croppers, partially insulated; (1) 2.8mm x 
75mm blade fully insulated slotted screwdriver; (1) 6.5mm x 150mm blade fully insulated slotted screwdriver 

33 (20) Wera 395SW Unused 4mm x 125mm nut spinners 

34 (20) Wera 395SW Unused 4mm x 125mm nut spinners 

35 (20) Wera Kraftwork 335 Unused Parallel slotted tip 1mm x 5.5mm x 200mm long 

36 (20) Draper Expert No. 2 Unused extra long engineer's screwdrivers 

37 (22) Draper Expert No. 2 Unused Stubby engineer's screwdrivers 

38 (10) Draper D786-40 (13382) Unused 300mm box section 2 vial spirit levels 



 

 

39 (10) Draper D786-40 (13382) Unused 300mm box section 2 vial spirit levels 

40 (10) Draper D786-40 (13382) Unused 300mm box section 2 vial spirit levels 

41 (10) Draper 4oz Unused Cross pein pin hammers, hickory shafts 

42 (10) Draper 4oz Unused Cross pein pin hammers, hickory shafts 

43 (16) Teng Tools 5/8"AF Unused Ratchet type switchable chrome vanadium combination spanners  

44 (20) King Dick 9/16"AF Unused Ratchet type chrome vanadium combination spanners 

45 (20) King Dick 11/16"AF Unused Ratchet type chrome vanadium combination spanners 

46 (20) King Dick 11/16"AF Unused Ratchet type chrome vanadium combination spanners 

47 (10) Stahlwille 12mm x 13mm Unused double ended chrome vanadium ratchet ring spanners 

48 (10) Stahlwille 1/2" x 9/16" AF Unused double ended chrome vanadium ratchet ring spanners 

49 (7) Teng Tools 17mm Unused chrome vanadium combination spanners 

50 (20) Teng Tools 20mm Unused chrome vanadium combination spanners 

51 (15) Teng Tools 3/4" AF Unused chrome vanadium combination spanners 

52 (30) Teng Tools 9/16" AF Unused chrome vanadium combination spanners 

53 (3 sets) HK Porter 9112NE jaw sets for 919ONE Apex Tool bolt croppers (USA made) 

54 (20) Beta 920PH PH4 Unused 1/2" sq drive chrome vanadium screwdriver sockets 

55 (20) Beta 920PH PH4 Unused 1/2" sq drive chrome vanadium screwdriver sockets 

56 (40) Teng Tools 1/4" AF x 1/4 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

57 (40) Teng Tools 3/16" AF x 1/4 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

58 (30) Teng Tools 7/16" AF x 1/4 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

59 (32) Teng Tools 1/2" AF x 1/4 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

60 (32) Teng Tools 1/2" AF x 1/4 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

61 (40) Teng Tools 12mm x 1/4 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

62 (40) Teng Tools 5/16" AF x 1/4 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium DEEP hexagon sockets 

63 (40) Teng Tools 5/16" AF x 1/4 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium DEEP hexagon sockets 

64 (30) Teng Tools 5/8" AF x 3/8 sq drive Unusedchrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

65 (30) Teng Tools 5/8" AF x 3/8 sq drive Unusedchrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

66 (40) Teng Tools 9/16" AF x 3/8 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

67 (28) Teng Tools 3/4" AF x 3/8 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

68 (20) Teng Tools 17mm x 3/8 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

69 (24) Teng Tools 15mm x 3/8 sq drive Unused chrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

70 (10) Draper 67735 Unused 300mm long x 3/8" square drive chrome vanadium extension bars 

71 (10) Draper 67735 Unused 300mm long x 3/8" square drive chrome vanadium extension bars 

72 (10) Draper 67735 Unused 300mm long x 3/8" square drive chrome vanadium extension bars 

73 (10) Draper 67735 Unused 300mm long x 3/8" square drive chrome vanadium extension bars 

74 (10) Draper 67735 Unused 300mm long x 3/8" square drive chrome vanadium extension bars 

75 (50) Unused Automatic wire stripper & cutters; Up to 3.2mm thick; Including wire cutting blade; Individually packed;  

76 (50) Unused Automatic wire stripper & cutters; Up to 3.2mm thick; Including wire cutting blade; Individually packed;  

77 (50) Unused Automatic wire stripper & cutters; Up to 3.2mm thick; Including wire cutting blade; Individually packed;  

78 (50) Unused Automatic wire stripper & cutters; Up to 3.2mm thick; Including wire cutting blade; Individually packed;  

79 (50) Unused Automatic wire stripper & cutters; Up to 3.2mm thick; Including wire cutting blade; Individually packed;  

80 (50) Unused Automatic wire stripper & cutters; Up to 3.2mm thick; Including wire cutting blade; Individually packed;  

81 (50) Unused Automatic wire stripper & cutters; Up to 3.2mm thick; Including wire cutting blade; Individually packed;  

82 (50) Unused Automatic wire stripper & cutters; Up to 3.2mm thick; Including wire cutting blade; Individually packed;  

83 (50) Unused Automatic wire stripper & cutters; Up to 3.2mm thick; Including wire cutting blade; Individually packed;  

84 (50) Unused Automatic wire stripper & cutters; Up to 3.2mm thick; Including wire cutting blade; Individually packed;  

85 (50) Unused Automatic wire stripper & cutters; Up to 3.2mm thick; Including wire cutting blade; Individually packed;  

86 (2) Jafco Unused insulated shovels comprising: (1) SV261T/0/PTR, 1000 volt insulated PYD narrow trench shovel; (1) 
SVO71T/0/PTR, 1000 volt insulated PYD cable laying shovel 

87 (15) The Bead Smith Unused TZ1300 Threadzap 11 thread burners 

88 (15) The Bead Smith Unused TZ1300 Threadzap 11 thread burners 

89 Glass-O-Meter Unused glazing & lock measuring thickness gauge 

90 (32) Bondhus 13205 Unused 3/32" hexagon T handle wrenches (USA) 



 

 

91 (32) Bondhus 13205 Unused 3/32" hexagon T handle wrenches (USA) 

92 (100) Hafu Unused 5/64" x 100mm T handle wrenches (German) 

93 (100) Hafu Unused 5/64" x 100mm T handle wrenches (German) 

94 (44) Snap-on Unused 11/32" AF x 3/8 sq drive chrome vanadium hexagon sockets 

95 (6) Snap-on Blue Point RYA 1214 Unused 3/8" x 7/16" AF offset reversible ratchet ring chrome vanadium spanners 

96 (5) Snap-on Blue Point RYA 2428 Unused 3/4" x 7/8" AF offset reversible ratchet ring chrome vanadium spanners 

97 (10) Snap-on Blue Point RYA 1618 Unused 1/2" x 9/16" AF offset reversible ratchet ring chrome vanadium spanners 

98 (5) Snap-on Blue Point RYA 2022 Unused 5/8" x 11/16" AF offset reversible ratchet ring chrome vanadium spanners 

99 (10) Snap-on Blue Point BLPEXTF388 Unused flexible extensions; 200mm long x 3/8" sq drive 

100 Assorted Unused Snap-on items including: (2) Snap-on A91E strap wrenches 3/8" & 1/2" sq drive; (68 x 5) Blue point 
YA580A-1 13 point snap blades; (2) SDD 4 screwdrivers, 1/4" flat blade 225mm o/all; (1) 1/4" AF deep CV socket 3/8 
sq drive 

101 (14) Snap-on Unused DEEP impact sockets 10mm x 3/8" sq drive 

102 (15) Snap-on Unused DEEP impact sockets 7/16"AF x 3/8" sq drive 

103 Assorted Unused Snap-on items including: (38) 3/16" parallel pin punches PPC 106A; (1) PPC208A starter pin punch; 
(2) Snap On 9/16" AF 12 point black combination spanners;  

104 Assorted Unused Snap-on items including: (4) IMX61, 3/8" sq drive impact extensions 180mm o/all; (1) PS3 1/2" drive 
impact extension 75mm long; (1) PS2 1/2" impact extension; (2) 10mm x 3/8" impact socket; (4) 7mm x 3/8 sq drive 
impact sockets; (2) 9mm x 3/8 sq drive impact sockets 

105 (1) Snap-on Blue Point PR8A Unused external retaining ring pliers (3.1/2" - 6.1/2" range) 

106 (5) Draper Unused 10mm x 1/2" sq drive chrome vanadium spark plug sockets 

107 (6) Teng Tools 497 Unused electrical shears 140mm long 

108 (100) Wera 851/1 BTH PH2 x 25mm Unused Phillips insert screwdriver bits 

109 (100) Wera 851/1 BTH PH2 x 25mm Unused Phillips insert screwdriver bits 

110 (100) Wera 851/1 BTH PH2 x 25mm Unused Phillips insert screwdriver bits 

111 (100) Wera 855/1 BTH PZ3 x 25mm Unused pozi insert screwdriver bits 

112 (60) Wera 851/1 BTH PH1 x 25mm Unused Phillips insert screwdriver bits 

113 (50) Wera 840/1 Z SW2.5 x 25mm Unused hex bits 

114 TB Davies 1306 sectional 3x3 Unused aluminium surveyor's ladders 

115 Hewlett Packard Jet Pro M254NW (Unused & box sealed) Color laser jet printer; Serial number VNC 5211509, 240 volt 

116 Fellowes 8036701 Unused & boxed laptop riser plus 

117 Fellowes 8036701 Unused & boxed laptop riser plus 

118 Fellowes 8036701 Unused & boxed laptop riser plus 

119 Fellowes 8036701 Unused & boxed laptop riser plus 

120 Nedo Messtronic 430-500 Unused Easy 5M digital telescopic rod; 1.04 metre - 5 metre range (Note: no instructions 
and not tested) 

121 1 pallet Unused office items including: SnapFit BNC1 Vulcascot flexible black cable protector 9 metre length; Assorted 
Trodat 4921 12mm self inking stamps (numbers); Dismountable shelving etc 

122 (10 x 1000) Unused clear polyurethane bags, 10" x 12" x 250g 

123 (9 rolls) 6mm wide x 4500 metre blue Unused polyurethane strapping on feeder roll;  

124 (9 rolls) 6mm wide x 4500 metre blue Unused polyurethane strapping on feeder roll;  

125 (9 rolls) Poliflex 9mm wide x 4500 metre white or yellow Unused polyurethane strapping on feeder roll;  

126 (9 rolls) Poliflex 9mm wide x 4500 metre white or yellow Unused polyurethane strapping on feeder roll;  

127 (4) Cordstrap Unused 7251000 CC40; 13mm x 1100 metre heavy duty composite high tenacity polyester filament yarn 
strapping on 8" core feeder rolls 

128 (10) Draper 37023 Unused deburring & chamfering tool sets 

129 (10) Draper 37023 Unused deburring & chamfering tool sets 

130 (2) Multicut 30822-CLK Unused HSS steam oxide coating cut off saw blades 315mm x 2.5mm x 40mm bore 160 teeth 

131 (2) Multicut 30822-CLK Unused HSS steam oxide coating cut off saw blades 315mm x 2.5mm x 40mm bore 160 teeth 

132 (2) Multicut 30822-CLK Unused HSS steam oxide coating cut off saw blades 315mm x 2.5mm x 40mm bore 160 teeth 

133 (2) Multicut 30822-CLK Unused HSS steam oxide coating steel cut off saw blades 315mm x 2.5mm x 40mm bore 160 
teeth 

134 (10) Various Used HSS coated steel cut off saw blades RESHARPENED. 315mm x 2.5mm x 32mm bore 90 teeth 

135 (15) Multicut 15022 Unused HSS slitting saws 125mm x 1mm x 22mm bore 128 teeth 

136 (20) Martor 125001 Unused Secunorm Mizar Safety knives (German) 



 

 

137 (320) Cengar Unused MYT 150 bimetal 18TPI reciprocating  notched blades for cutting GRP and thin section steel up 
to 3mm thick 

138 (Approx 150) Unused 350-3125-100-1562CR piloted HSS straight shank 3 flute 100 degree countersinks 

139 (80) Unused 350-3/8"-100-3/16CR piloted HSS straight shank 3 flute 100 degree countersinks 

140 (19) Robert Charles Unused 3/32" x 120 degree x 1/4 5807 HSS piloted 3 flute straight shank countersinks 

141 (100) Unused 350-1/2"-100-1/4CR HSS piloted straight shank 3 flute countersinks 

142 (50) Guhring 605 Unused 6.35mm / 1/4" dia. DIN338 HSS cobalt jobber drills 

143 (50) Guhring 605 Unused 6.35mm / 1/4" dia. DIN338 HSS cobalt jobber drills 

144 (50) Guhring 605 Unused 6.35mm / 1/4" dia. DIN338 HSS cobalt jobber drills 

145 (50) Guhring 605 Unused 6.35mm / 1/4" dia. DIN338 HSS cobalt jobber drills 

146 (50) Guhring 605 Unused 6.35mm / 1/4" dia. DIN338 HSS cobalt jobber drills 

147 (50) Guhring 605 Unused 6.35mm / 1/4" dia. DIN338 HSS cobalt jobber drills 

148 (80) Cleveland 3/16" Unused 2030 Tin coated jobber drills (Germany) 

149 (145) Cleveland 1.5mm Unused XT34 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

150 (140) Cleveland 3.7mm Unused 3738 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

151 (140) Cleveland 3.7mm Unused 3738 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

152 (140) Cleveland 3.7mm Unused 3738 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

153 (140) Cleveland 3.7mm Unused 3738 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

154 (95) Cleveland 3.9mm Unused 3738 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

155 (110) Cleveland 4.3mm Unused 3738 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

156 (110) Cleveland 4.3mm Unused 3738 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

157 (125) Cleveland 3/16" Unused 3735 XT34 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

158 (125) Cleveland 3/16" Unused 3735 XT34 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

159 (125) Cleveland 3/16" Unused 3735 XT34 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

160 (125) Cleveland 3/16" Unused 3735 XT34 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

161 (125) Cleveland 3/16" Unused 3735 XT34 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

162 (125) Cleveland 3/16" Unused 3735 XT34 bronze HSS cobalt jobber drills 

163 (50) Dormer 7.5mm Unused A777 HSS-E jobber drills 

164 (50) Dormer 7.5mm Unused A777 HSS-E jobber drills 

165 (50) Dormer 7.5mm Unused A777 HSS-E jobber drills 

166 Unused assorted Titex & Dormer drills consisting of: (8) 9mm A117 HSS-E stub drills; (4) 9.2mm A120 HSS stub drills; 
(10) A117 HSS-E stub drills; (3) Titex A1211 9mm jobber drills; (5) 7.5mm A1211 drills; (4) A1249TFL-3.3mm drills; 
(10) A1247 Titex drills 1.6mm 

167 Large quantity of Unused assorted Guhring drills including: (10) 11/32" 9651 HSS Tin coated cobalt jobber drills; (2) 
6mm HSS extra length straight shank drills; cobalt drills, HSS drills coated drills etc., 

168 Unused assorted Dormer drills including: (3) A108 11MM jobber drills for stainless; (30) A777 7.5mm HSS-E jobber 
drills; (2) 18mm C903 HSS E PM long series end mills; (1) 20mm G125 HSS solid pattern counterbore; (1 set) 2mm 
E500 6H taps; (1) 7/16" BSF hex die nut; (1) M12 X 1.25mm E513 taper tap; (1) 6.53mm S/S chucking reamer 

169 (1) Dormer 38mm Unused HSS A130 morse taper shank drill steam tempered DIN 345 

170 (10) Guhring Unused GTN 049815 12.2mm piloted HSS straight shank drills 

171 (1) GJ Hall Unused 36mm x 2mm fine pitch HSS 2nd tap 

172 (1) Dormer Unused 30mm standard coarse pitch HSS-E-PM spiral flute machine tap 

173 (9) Dormer 10mm Unused EX00 spiral flute 6H HSS-E-PM Tin coated spiral flute machine taps 

174 (9) Dormer 8mm Unused EX00 spiral flute 6H HSS-E-PM Tin coated spiral flute machine taps 

175 Unused Assorted Presto threading taps including: (2 sets) M4 HSS taps; (1 set) M6 HSS taps; (1 set) M5 HSS taps; (1 
set) M10 HSS taps; (1) 3/8" BSP HSS spiral flute tap; (10) 4.5mm HSS jobber drills 

176 (44) Galtona Unused HSS 10mm x 1.25mm pitch ISO GH2 spiral point machine taps 

177 (44) Galtona Unused HSS 10mm x 1.25mm pitch ISO GH2 spiral point machine taps 

178 (44) Galtona Unused HSS 10mm x 1.25mm pitch ISO GH2 spiral point machine taps 

179 (44) Galtona Unused HSS 10mm x 1.25mm pitch ISO GH2 spiral point machine taps 

180 (44) Galtona Unused HSS 10mm x 1.25mm pitch ISO GH2 spiral point machine taps 

181 (25) Galtona Unused HSS 10mm x 1.25mm ISO Tin coated fluteless taps 

182 (25) Galtona Unused HSS 10mm x 1.25mm ISO Tin coated fluteless taps 

183 (32) Galtona Unused HSS 12mm x 1.25mm ISO fine pitch fluteless taps 



 

 

184 (12) Galtona Unused HSS 12mm x 1.25mm ISO long series fine pitch fluteless taps 

185 (17) Galtona Unused HSS 12mm x 1.5mm ISO coarse pitch extra long fluteless taps 

186 (17) Galtona Unused HSS 12mm x 1.5mm ISO coarse pitch extra long fluteless taps 

187 (25) Galtona Unused HSS 14mm x 1.5mm pitch GH5 standard length fluteless taps 

188 (25) Galtona Unused HSS 14mm x 1.5mm pitch GH5 standard length fluteless taps 

189 (25) Galtona Unused HSS 14mm x 1.5mm pitch GH5 standard length fluteless taps 

190 (25) Galtona Unused HSS 14mm x 1.5mm pitch GH5 standard length fluteless taps 

191 (25) Galtona Unused HSS 14mm x 1.5mm pitch GH5 standard length fluteless taps 

192 (25) Galtona Unused HSS 14mm x 1.5mm pitch GH5 standard length fluteless taps 

193 (12) Galtona Unused HSS 14mm x 1.5mm pitch long series fluteless taps 

194 (6) Galtona 12mm x 1.5mm 6H Unused machine nut extra length Tin coated spiral point taps 

195 (5) Galtona 14mm x 1.5mm 6H Unused machine nut extra length Tin coated spiral point taps 

196 (5) Galtona 14mm x 1.5mm 6H Unused machine nut extra length Tin coated spiral point taps 

197 (5) Galtona 14mm x 1.5mm 6H Unused machine nut extra length Tin coated spiral point taps 

198 Dormer Unused assorted taps consisting of (5) 4mm 6H HSS E PM Tin coated spiral flute taps & (3) 14mm Dormer 
E347 cobalt Blue Shark spiral flute taps 

199 Dormer Unused assorted taps consisting of (2) 1/4" x 19tpi G BSP HSS-E-PM spiral point taps & (4) E721 1/4" X 18tpi 
NPT Tin coating plug taps 

200 (6) Kennametal Unused 20mm x 2.5mm 6H 4F TicN coating spiral flute machine taps DIN 376 (USA made) 

201 (6) Kennametal Unused 20mm x 2.5mm 6H 4F TicN coating spiral flute machine taps DIN 376 (USA made) 

202 (6) Kennametal Unused 20mm x 2.5mm 6H 4F TicN coating spiral flute machine taps DIN 376 (USA made) 

203 (6) Kennametal Unused 20mm x 2.5mm 6H 4F TicN coating spiral flute machine taps DIN 376 (USA made) 

204 (6) Kennametal Unused 20mm x 2.5mm 6H 4F TicN coating spiral flute machine taps DIN 376 (USA made) 

205 (6) Kennametal Unused 20mm x 2.5mm 6H 4F TicN coating spiral flute machine taps DIN 376 (USA made) 

206 (6) Kennametal Unused 20mm x 2.5mm 6H 4F TicN coating spiral flute machine taps DIN 376 (USA made) 

207 (6) Kennametal Unused 20mm x 2.5mm 6H 4F TicN coating spiral flute machine taps DIN 376 (USA made) 

208 (6) Kennametal Unused 20mm x 2.5mm 6H 4F TicN coating spiral flute machine taps DIN 376 (USA made) 

209 (6) Kennametal Unused 20mm x 2.5mm 6H 4F TicN coating spiral flute machine taps DIN 376 (USA made) 

210 (6) Walter Unused assorted taps consisting of: (4) Paradur E2156312 12mm x 1.5mm HSS-E-PM spiral flute taps; (1) 
Prototyp TC115 M12-LO-WY80FC spiral flute tap & (1) Prototyp EP2061705 10mm HSS-E Tin Ecoplus machine tap 
coated 

211 (2) Dormer Unused 7mm R100 carbide jobber drills & (1) 11.4mm Kennametal carbide oil feed stub drill 

212 (18) Titex Maximisa A1166 Unused 4.8mm 3 flute solid carbide jobber length drills 

213 (6) Titex A3399XFL-6.5mm Unused coated 2 flute oil feed jobber length drills 

214 (15) Ducarbo 3.3mm Unused TCT jobber drills DIN338 

215 (16) Samwell Unused solid carbide step drills consisting of: (3) WT6875, 3 flute 12mm dia x 8mm small dia x 115mm 
o/all; (2) WT6869 3 flute 8mm large dia x 5mm small dia x 75mm o/all; (4) WT6879 3 flute 8mm large dia x 4mm small 
dia x 70mm o/all; (4) WT6871 3 flute 12mm large dia x 8mm small dia x 75mm o/all; (3) WT6878 3 flute 10mm large dia 
x 5mm small dia x 75mm o/all 

216 (11) Kennametal Unused 6.8mm YPC solid carbide step drills jobber length grade KCK10 

217 (11) Guhring Unused GTN 040529 11mm 3 flute GS200 solid carbide step drills 

218 (8) Guhring assorted Unused solid carbide drills consisting of: (5) 6.8mm 5511 oil feed ratio solid carbide drills; (3) 
10.2mm 5515 SL ratio solid carbide drills 

219 (7) Guhring assorted Unused solid carbide drills consisting of: (3) 6.8mm 5511; (2) 8.1mm 5515; (1) 10.5mm 5515; (1) 
6.5mm 5515 

220 (13) Assorted Unused solid carbide step drills consisting of: (5) Mohawk 10/04 step drills; (6) Rapid 10mm step drills; 
(2) Kennametal RRC 8C HPC step drills 6.8/9.0/12.00mm 

221 (9) Sandvik 4.3mm Unused solid carbide step drills R841-0430-30-A1A 1220 P20 grade DC=4.3mm coated 

222 (30) HAM 35-1001 Unused 3.35mm x 12mm solid carbide drills 

223 (6) Samwell WT6873 extra long series solid carbide step drills 6mm small dia. 8mm large dia. 25mm flute length, 
12mm dia shank, 280mm o/all 3 flute 

224 (14) Assorted carbide reamers consisting of: (4) Guhring 7mm 1685 straight shank carbide reamer; (1) Toolex 8.85mm 
straight shank carbide reamer; (2) Guhring 9mm 1685 straight shank carbide reamer; (3) Toolex 9.86 carbide reamers 
reground; (1) Guhring 10mm carbide reamer 01685; (3) Guhring 496 HSSE reamers - 5.52mm, 5.95mm, 3.17mm dia. 

225 (3) HAM Unused PCD diamond tip step drills, 03.600.28681 (177062-9) ST00213241 13mm 

226 (2) HAM Unused PCD diamond tip step drills, 03.230 (177062-9) 13mm 



 

 

227 (44) Dormer 5.05mm  Reground & Recoated R453 solid carbide drills MP-X 5XD 

228 (100) HAM unused 0.9mm 380CNS Prima solid carbide circuit board drills 

229 (100) HAM unused 0.9mm 380CNS Prima solid carbide circuit board drills 

230 (100) HAM unused 0.75mm 380CNS Prima solid carbide circuit board drills 

231 (93) HAM unused 1mm 380CNS Prima solid carbide circuit board drills 

232 Assorted HAM unused solid carbide circuit board drills consisting of: (33) 1.2mm 380SBR Prima & (43) 1.5mm 380SBR 
Prima 

233 Assorted HAM unused solid carbide circuit board drills consisting of: (43) 0.9mm 380CNS Prima & (48) 0.6mm 380SBR 
Prima 

234 Assorted HAM unused solid carbide circuit board drills consisting of: (48) 0.35mm SP34 Prima & (43) 0.85mm 380CNS 
Prima; 

235 (43) HAM Unused circuit board drills; 1.1mm 380CNS Prima drills 

236 MA Ford 207 assorted Unused solid carbide Twister Brad & Spur drills consisting of: (15) 5/32" & (9) 3/16" (for cutting 
graphite & reinforced composite materials) 

237 MA Ford 207 assorted Unused solid carbide Twister Brad & Spur drills consisting of: (10) 1/4" & (16) 1/8"; (for cutting 
graphite & reinforced composite materials) 

238 Assorted Unused Gandtrack GT50 carbide dagger drills consisting of: (15) 7/32" & (14) 4.76mm; (for opening pre 
drilled holes in composite material) 

239 Assorted Unused Gandtrack GT50 carbide dagger drills consisting of: (5) 1/8" & (4) 3/16" & (16) 5/32" x 100mm long; 
(for opening pre drillied holes in composite) 

240 (2) NCS Unused 20mm 2 flute solid carbide slot drills 30mm flute length, 110mm o/all 

241 (4) UTT Unused 12mm 4 flute solid carbide end mills; 45mm flute, 100mm o/all R1.5 

242 (3) SGS 01XLM Unused 18mm 4 flute solid carbide end mills, extra long, 150mm o/all 90mm flute (USA made) 

243 (2) SGS 01XLM Unused 18mm 4 flute solid carbide end mills, extra long, 150mm o/all 90mm flute (USA made) 

244 (2) Walter Unused 16mm x 20mm flute length solid carbide 3 flute end mills 3D 1167-6429544 

245 (3) Garr 12mm Unused x 65mm 3 flute solid carbide 10090 853M end mills 

246 Assorted Unused solid carbide end mills consisting of: (1) SGS SER-1XLM10mm 4 flute extra long; (2) SGS SER-
EIS1/4" 4 flute; (6) ITC 2mm 3 flute ball ended cutters; (2) SGS 8mm 2 flute end mills; (1) Kennametal 2.5mm 2 flute 
cutter; (1) Widia 3/16" 4 flute end mill 

247 (5) 12mm Unused solid carbide 2 flute slot drills, 26mm flute, 83mm o/all 

248 (5) 12mm Unused solid carbide 2 flute slot drills, 26mm flute, 83mm o/all 

249 (5) 12mm Unused solid carbide 2 flute slot drills, 26mm flute, 83mm o/all 

250 (2) UTT 20mm Unused solid carbide slot drills 60mm flute, 100mm o/all 

251 (5) Guhring 8mm 5745 Unused solid carbide multi flute end mills 

252 (4) Guhring 12mm 6713 Unused solid carbide chamfering cutters 

253 (5) 16mm Swiss-Tech 4 flute coated solid carbide ripper cutters 30mm flute REGROUND/RECOATED 

254 (5) 16mm Guhring/Swiss-Tech 4 flute coated solid carbide ripper cutters 30mm flute; REGROUND/RECOATED 

255 (5) 16mm Guhring/Swiss-Tech 4 flute coated solid carbide ripper cutters 30mm flute; REGROUND/RECOATED 

256 (10) Mitsubishi MS4MRB 3mm x R0.5  Unused 4 flute solid carbide end mills 

257 (1) Mitsubishi MMC 1195 Unused 32mm solid carbide ripper cutter 3 flute, 30mm flute length, 190mm o/all 

258 (1) Mitsubishi Unused 32mm solid carbide ripper cutter, 6 flute, 210mm o/all, 80mm flute 

259 (1) Mitsubishi Unused 32mm solid carbide ripper cutter, 6 flute, 210mm o/all, 80mm flute 

260 (1) Mitsubishi Unused 32mm solid carbide ripper cutter, 6 flute, 210mm o/all, 80mm flute 

261 Assorted carbide cutters consisting of: (5) Garr 8mm 48127 4 flute ball nose 930MA; (1) 10mm 4 flute 2.5 rad; (2) ITC 
10mm 4 flute end mills 

262 (7) Hanita 12mm dia Unused 3 flute carbide end mills 100mm o/all 

263 (3) 20mm dia Iscar ECA-H3 20-30/60020CF-R50 grade IC08 solid carbide end mills 110mm o/all 

264 (2) 20mm dia Iscar ECA-H3 20-30/60020CF-R50 grade IC08 solid carbide end mills 110mm o/all 

265 (2) 20mm dia Iscar ECA-H3 20-30/60020CF-R50 grade IC08 solid carbide end mills 110mm o/all 

266 (15) Dormer unused cobalt screwed shank long series 4 flute end mills  comprising (7) .758" diameter, (2) 9.632mm 
dia; (1) 15.98mm dia; (1) 19.16mm dia; & (4) .380" dia. 

267 (10) Allied Tooling Unused solid carbide radius cutters, 20mm dia, 8mm small dia., 60mm o/all 

268 (11) Allied Tooling RWTC1003 Unused solid carbide radius cutters, 5 flute 16mm dia. Radius end 8mm small dia 

269 (2) Walter Unused solid carbide form tools 3K 3387-6445362; 10 X 7.4mm step type & (2) R1WT 5094-A double ended 
chamfer cutters 

270 (2) Exactoform Unused solid carbide form tools EXF 1613539K; M14 step drill type 2 flute 25mm large dia x 12mm 
small dia. X 160mm o/all 



 

 

271 (27) Garryson GT2220D 3mm dia carbide cone style burrs 

272 (3) ATA/Garryson Unused GT8100 25mm dia. 8mm shank wide wheel shaped burrs 

273 (11) Garryson GTDX360 unused carbide burrs; 10mm dia. 6mm shank ball nose cylindrical 

274 (6) Garryson GTDX760 Unused carbide burrs; 10mm dia 6mm shank ball shape 

275 (22) C031418 Unused carbide burrs; 50mm long double ended P86125 ball end cylindrical 3mm dia 

276 (38) D030318 Unused carbide burrs; Double ended 50mm long; P85968 ball shape 3mm dia 

277 Assorted carbide burrs comprising: (6) Garryson GTDX160 Unused cylindrical 100mm dia; PLUS (13) Procut G30314-
2D-44SSPI; (4) ATA BT-0615/6/3 cylindrical burrs 

278 Unused assorted cutting tools consisting of: (1) 25mm x 2.5mm x 8mm bore carbide slitting saw; (1 set) m20 x 2.5mm 
chaser dies for 1! Die head; (3) 1/2" jobbers 1/4" shank; (1) M14 x 1.5 extra long spiral point tap; (1) M14 x 1.5 long 
series spiral point tap; (1) M12 x 1.25 fluteless tap; (1) M10 spiral point tap; (60 assorted No 10 UNJF taps; (1) 1/4" 
UNC Dormer E020 spiral point tap; (2) 1/8" NPTF plug taps; (1) No 10 x32 UNF long shank spiral flute tap 

279 Unused assorted tooling including: (1) Tapmatic E1 ER20 M4-M12 QC tap adaptor; (1) Emuge F0561109.5 tap adaptor 
EM01-9; (2) Rigibor R2AS units; (1) RegoFix ER32-TC-060-049 tap collet; (1) Gewefa 05.055.210 M10 tap collet; (1) 
Granlund 2F-20-0 fixed pilot; (1) Microbore M3A 2T09-40 head with dial; (1) 10SG (100TG) 20mm Super Grip collet 

280 Unused assorted cutting tools including: (2) 8mm HSS cobalt spot drills; (1) 10mm spot drill; (2) 6mm spot drills; (1) 
7/8" M42 screwed shank slot drill; (1) 12.5mm screwed shank slot drill; (1) 1.5mm FC3 cutter; (1) 6.5mm FC3 Cutter 

281 Mitsubishi 17.5mm Unused TAFS 1750F25 Indexable 2 pocket oil feed drill 

282 Mitsubishi 22mm dia Unused MVX 2200X4 F25 Indexable 2 pocket oil feed drill 

283 Mitsubishi 22mm dia Unused MVX 2200X4 F25 Indexable 2 pocket oil feed drill 

284 Mitsubishi 20mm Unused VPX 200R 2003WA20S indexable 3 flute milling cutter with (10) LOGU 090408 OPNER-M 
grade MP7130 inserts 

285 Mitsubishi GYAR25K 90B-G07 Unused internal 90 degree grooving modular holder with (4) TM123-FB02-381394 
H13A inserts 

286 Mitsubishi FSWUP 1412R - 04A Unused indexable boring bar 

287 (21) Mitsubishi DCMT 11T304 grade UE6110 indexable carbide inserts 

288 Assorted Mitsubishi carbide indexable inserts including: (1) STAWN 1720T 17.2mm drill insert; (10) SNMG 120412-MA 
grade US735; (9) WNMG 060404-MP grade UE6110; (10) WNMG 060408-MA grade UE6110; (15) SNMG 190612-MA 
grade UE6020; (17) RCMT 0602MO grade UT120T; (4) SEMT 13T3 AGSN-JH grade VP30RT 

289 (16) Horn Unused indexable boring/grooving tool inserts R105.0100.2.4 grade TN35 

290 (24) Horn assorted carbide indexable grooving/boring inserts conprising: (6) R105.1823.3.5 grade T125; (4) 
R105.1819.3.4 grade T125; (6) R105.1840.5.7 grade T125; (8) R105.0007.3.5 grade TN35  

291 (16) Horn Unused indexable carbide parting inserts 105.0720.6994 grade TN35 

292 (30) Horn assorted carbide grooving/parting inserts comprising: (28) S224.0015.K3 grade AL96 & (2) S224.0400.A2 
grade TN35 

293 (19) Horn Unused carbide boring/grooving inserts R105.1809.0.2 grade t125 

294 (10) Horn assorted carbide grooving inserts comprising: (5) S229,0300.E2 grade T125 & (5) S229.0600.54 grade T125 

295 (20) Horn assorted carbide grooving/parting inserts comprising (15) 312.0215.00 grade H10 & (5) 312.0315.00 grade 
TN35 

296 (15) Horn carbide unused carbide grooving inserts R107.1837.02 grade TH35 

297 (6) Horn carbide inserts Unused R116.1897.02 grade TN35 

298 (3) Horn unused groove milling by circular interpolation inserts 636.0300.00 grade TA45 

299 (23) Horn assorted Unused grooving/parting carbide indexable inserts comprising: (19) 312.0300.15 grade TN32; & (4) 
312.0300.02 grade TN32 

300 (3) Allied Maxcut Unused solid carbide thread mills TMNK 0250-NPTM grade AM210 Accuthread 856, NPT4F 7.75mm 
15.7mm 

301 (4) Komet Dihart Reamex 75J.93.24H7N carbide tipped reamer heads & (2) Alvan RP-7405-RPI 15.5 H6 reamer heads 
reground 

302 Assorted Posithread Unused indexable carbide threading inserts comprising: (5) 08NR 24UN grade PTX; (18) 16ER 
14NPT grade PTX; (12) 16NR 2BA grade PTC2; (3) 16ER 11.5NPT grade PTC2 inserts; (12) 16ER 14W grade PTX; 
(50 16ER 11.5NPT grade VP10MF Mitsubishi inserts; (1) 16ER 10ACME FF grade PTC2; (2) 22ER 3.5mm ISO grade 
SF2 

303 (133) Assorted Ceramtec Unused indexable ceramic inserts comprising: (20) CNMG 120408-MK grade SC7035; (20) 
CCMT 09T308-FB grade SC7015; (20) TNGN 160408 TO2020 grade SH2; (20) TNGN 160408 TO2020 grade SH2; 
(20) RNGN 120400 TO2020 grade SH2; (24) CNGN 120408 TO2020 grade SH2; (9) CNGN 120412 TO2020 grade 
SH2 

304 (86) Innotool & Canela Unused indexable carbide inserts comprising: (40) AOMT 110308R grade IN1030; (20) APKT 
080304R grade IN1030; (6) SDMT 080305N grade IN1030; (20) Canela inserts APLX 1504ZZR grade TIN25 

305 (70) Ceratizit Unused indexable carbide inserts SDMT 1205ZZSN-29 grade SR226+ 



 

 

306 (79) Ceratizit assorted unused indexable carbide inserts comprising: (19) XCNT 060204EN grade CTCP435; (40) 
XDKT 150532ER-F40 grade ETC5240; (20) XOMT 030204SN grade CTC1135 

307 (35) Ceratizit Unused indexable carbide inserts XDHT 200450FR RR5 grade K10 Pokolm inserts 

308 (140) Ceratizit Unused indexable carbide inserts XDKT 150508SR-F50 grade CTP2235 

309 (10) Dijet BNM-250-TG Unused indexable mirror bore milling inserts 

310 Seco assorted Unused indexable inserts and spares: (8) LCMR 1604MO-0400-MP grade CP500 grooving inserts; (5) 
VBMT 160404-F1 grade TP1500; (14) APMX 160408TR-ME11 grade MP1500; (10) DCN 160616 shims + various 
spares  

311 (9) Assorted carbide & cobalt spade drills comprising: (4) Stellram UD510CR grade SP9530 carbide spade bits 51mm 
dia; (2) Allied Maxcut 10mm Spade drills; (2) Stellram UC220SR grade SP4038, 22mm dia spade drills 

312 (11) Assorted spade drills comprising: (8) Europa 23mm tin coated cobalt drills; (2) 22mm cobalt spade drills & (1) 
30mm cobalt spade drill bit 

313 (1) PSDNN 3225P19 indexable universal toolholder with (10) Sandvik SNMG 190612 inserts grade 4025 

314 (1) S25T STFCR-16 indexable boring bar with (10) TCMT 16T308-24 inserts grade T7020 

315 (20) Sandvik assorted indexable carbide inserts comprising: (10) VBMT 160404-KM grade 3215; (10) WNMG 060408-
KM grade 3215 

316 (50) Sandvik indexable carbide inserts comprising: (10) DNMG 110404-KF grade 3005; (12) DNMG 110408-QF grade 
5015; (10) DNMG 110408-MF grade 4215; (5) SNMM 250724-HR grade 235; (6) SNMG 190612-MR grade 2035; (8) 
DNMG 150608R-K grade 2035 

317 (28) Sandvik indexable carbide inserts TCMT 16T304-PF grade 5015 

318 (22) Sandvik indexable carbide inserts R215.44-15T308-AAH grade H13A 

319 (44) Sandvik assorted indexable carbide inserts consisting of: (6) N123G2-0361-GF grade 1125; (8) R166.06-11MM01-
175 grade 1020; (10) SEER 1204AZ-WL grade H13A; (16) N123G-0300-0004-TM grade 435; (4) N123G-0300 grade 
R02135 

320 Sandvik Unused A25T-MWLNR-06 internal indexable toolholder 

321 Sandvik Unused 870-2600-26L32-5 indexable drill 26mm dia., 

322 Sandvik Unused 870-2600-26L32-5 indexable drill 26mm dia., 

323 Sandvik Unused 880-D1900L25-03 indexable drill 19mm dia., 

324 Sandvik Unused 870-2200-22L25-3 indexable drill 22mm dia., 

325 Sandvik Unused 870-2200-22L25-3 indexable drill 22mm dia., 

326 Sandvik assorted Unused indexable carbide inserts including: (20) RCHT 1204MO-PL grade 1025; (6) DNMG 110408-
PM grade 4225; (2) LNCX 1806ZR-11 grade 4240; (10) VCMT 110304-KM grade H13A; (1) 870-1150-9-KM grade 
3235 Drill tip; (10) 490R-08T308M-PM grade 1010; (10) VBMT 110304-PF grade 4225 PLUS (3) 303-CGS-201052 
cylindrical sleeves, spares etc., (Note: some inserts not in boxes) 

327 (8) Walter Valenite 21mm dia., solid carbide tip drills Unused P6001-D21, 50R grade WXP45 

328 (55) Walter indexable carbide inserts & Star drill including: (12) DCMT 11T304-RM4 grade WMP20S; (7) SCMT 
090308 grade WAP30; (5) P-28475-2 inserts grade WT P35; (33) P28469-4 inserts grade WK40; (1) B3212-DF.15.5 
Z01.31R Star Drill 

329 Tungaloy assorted toolholder & inserts including: (1) TAC CGWTR 2525 face grooving toolholder; (20) TPMT 090204-
21 grade T9025; (8) TPMN 160308 NS740 grade; (14) GT40 NS530 part off inserts; (3) CNMG 120408 grade 
TMT9115 

330 (40) Arno assorted Unused indexable carbide inserts comprising: (30) SNHX 1204T grade AM36C & (10) SNHX 1204T 
grade AR26C;  

331 (38) Arno Unused indexable carbide inserts SDLT 09T3 AG.N19 grade PMK63 

332 (20) Arno Unused indexable carbide inserts 3-20/471R EB=2.20 grade AM35C 

333 (9) Arno Unused indexable carbide WNMG 080408EN-VA grade AK1010 inserts 

334 Assorted Unused Stellram indexable carbide inserts comprising: (10) SNMG 120408E-2N grade NL92; (10) EPMT 
08M302E-73 grade SFZ; (1) Sumitomo DCMT 11T308 PP2031 grade DA150 diamond piece insert 

335 (4) STO-00227 refurbished 2 pocket fly cutters 45mm dia; PLUS Assorted unused inserts (see pictures) 

336 Coventry 406.10.16.2 BT40-CS16-160 Combishell milling adaptor 

337 (6) Kennametal Unused DrillFix DP1699848 Indexable QuickTool Drill & countersink tool; 4 pocket; 25mm drill dia., 
35mm countersink; 25mm shank 

338 (6) Kennametal Unused DrillFix DP1699848 Indexable QuickTool Drill & countersink tool; 4 pocket; 25mm drill dia., 
35mm countersink; 25mm shank 

339 (3) Kennametal Unused indexable modular SE-drill & chamfering tool; DK2267830; 29.5mm dia head COMPLETE 
WITH (7) KSEM 29.5mm solid carbide drill inserts (resharpened & coated) 

340 (2) Kennametal Unused KTIP 140R3 SCF16M indexable drill bodies 14mm dia 3XD 

341 (2) Kennametal Unused KTIP 160R5 SCF20M indexable drill bodies 16mm dia 5XD 

342 (2) Kennametal Unused 1604255 KM63-PRGCL 12HS cutting unit heads to hold round inserts 



 

 

343 (2) Kennametal Unused 1604255 KM63-PRGCL 12HS cutting unit heads to hold round inserts 

344 (2) Kennametal unused indexable stepped milling cutters 1697597; 1SE6UE12; 45mm large dia. 2 plus 1 pockets 

345 (Approx 580) Kennametal unused indexable milling carbide inserts for gear cutting IH2295321 grade KCK P15 

346 (Approx 250) Kennametal unused indexable milling carbide inserts for gear cutting ref R11196353POS grade SP TMVL 
positive rake 

347 (Approx 130) Kennametal indexable carbide Unused form inserts 16 degree, R21 to drawing 61225261 grade KC7315 

348 (2) Kennametal 12mm KTIP carbide drill inserts KTIP1200HPM grade 7315 

349 (5) Kennametal 18mm KTIP drilling inserts KSEM1800HPM grade 7235 

350 (5) Kennametal 18mm KTIP drilling inserts KSEM1800HPM grade 7236 

351 (5) Kennametal 18mm KTIP drilling inserts KSEM1800HPM grade 7237 

352 (40) Kennametal Unused indexable milling inserts EDPT 10T308 PDERHD grade KCP K30 

353 (40) Kennametal Unused indexable milling inserts EDPT 10T308 PDERHD grade KCP K31 

354 (22) Kennamatal SDCW 090308 KC725M indexable carbide Unused milling inserts 

355 (25) Kennametal Unused milling inserts comprising: (15) EDCT 140408PDERGD grade KC725M; (10) EDPT 10T308 
PDSRGE grade KC725M 

356 (20) Kennametal Unused turning inserts CNMG 160616MN grade KC9125 

357 (20) Kennametal Unused carbide milling inserts SEHW 1204AFTN grade KC735M 

358 (52) Kennametal Unused carbide inserts comprising: (30) DCMT 11T308MF grade KCP25; (12) DCMT 11T304MF 
grade KCP21; (10) WNMG 080408FN grade KC9125 

359 (49) Kennametal Unused carbide inserts comprising: (9) TNMG 220404MN grade KCP25 inserts; (10) CCMT 
09T304MF grade KU30T; (14) VBMT 160408FP grade KCU25; (5) VBMT 160412LF grade KC9105; (11) WNMG 
080408FN grade KC9125 

360 Assorted Kennametal Top Notch Unused threading inserts: (8) NA3R6 grade KC5025; (1) NG3M 225RK insert grade 
KC730; (5) NR3047RK grade KC730; (1) Cartridge STFPR 08CA09  

361 1 lot assorted Kennametal indexable carbide inserts - see pictures 

362 Iscar Unused HM90 EAL-D32-C32-L150-15 indexable 3 flute milling cutter WITH (3) carbide inserts HM90 AXCR 
150504R-P  

363 Iscar Unused HM90 EAL-D32-C32-L150-15 indexable 3 flute milling cutter WITH (3) carbide inserts HM90 AXCR 
150504R-P  

364 Iscar Unused HM90 EAL-D32-C32-L150-15 indexable 3 flute milling cutter WITH (3) carbide inserts HM90 AXCR 
150504R-P  

365 Iscar Unused HM90 EAL-D32-C32-L150-15 indexable 3 flute milling cutter WITH (3) carbide inserts HM90 AXCR 
150504R-P  

366 Iscar Unused HM90 EAL-D32-C32-L150-15 indexable 3 flute milling cutter WITH (3) carbide inserts HM90 AXCR 
150504R-P  

367 Iscar Unused HM90 EAL-D32-C32-L150-15 indexable 3 flute milling cutter WITH (3) carbide inserts HM90 AXCR 
150504R-P  

368 Iscar Unused HM90 EAL-D32-C32-L150-15 indexable 3 flute milling cutter  

369 (2) Iscar Unused DR026-104-32-09-4D-N indexable drilling body 26mm dia., 4X dia. Drilling length 

370 (2) Iscar Unused DR026-104-32-09-4D-N indexable drilling body 26mm dia., 4X dia. Drilling length 

371 (2) Iscar Unused DR026-078-32-09-3D-N indexable drilling body 26mm dia., 3X dia. Drilling length 

372 (2) Iscar Unused DR026-078-32-09-3D-N indexable drilling body 26mm dia., 3X dia. Drilling length 

373 (1) Iscar Unused DR026-052-32-09-2D-N indexable drilling body 26mm dia., 2X dia. Drilling length 

374 (1) Iscar Unused GHDR 25-4 CutGrip indexable holder 

375 (1) Iscar Unused GHDR-25-3-JHP CutGrip indexable holder 

376 (2) Iscar DGTL 16B-1.4D30 DoGrip indexable Unused parting & grooving holders 

377 (2) Iscar DGTL 16B-1.4D30 DoGrip indexable Unused parting & grooving holders 

378 (3) Iscar Unused S M16-L95-C32 FlexFit milling indexable holders 

379 (1) Iscar H490 E90AX D20-2-W20-09 2 flute indexable Unused milling cutter (holds H490 ANKX 0904 inserts) 

380 (2) Iscar 19mm indexable drill bodies Unused DCM 190-095-25A-5D; 5X dia drilling length 

381 (2) Iscar 19mm indexable drill bodies Unused DCM 190-095-25A-5D; 5X dia drilling length 

382 (2) Iscar 19mm indexable drill bodies Unused DCM 190-095-25A-5D; 5X dia drilling length 

383 (1) Iscar 'Gold Alu' Unused HM90 FAL-D100-32-22 indexable milling cutter 100mm dia; 4 pocket 

384 (1) Iscar 'Gold Alu' Unused HM90 FAL-D100-32-22 indexable milling cutter 100mm dia; 4 pocket 

385 (1) Iscar 'Gold Alu' Unused HM90 FAL-D100-32-22 indexable milling cutter 100mm dia; 4 pocket 

386 (1) Iscar MultiMaster 25mm solid carbide modular milling head 3 flute; MM EA 250H19R 5.0-3T15 grade IC08  

387 (3) Iscar MultiMaster 16mm solid carbide modular milling head 4 flute MM EC 160A12R 4.0-4T10 grade IC908  



 

 

388 (3) Iscar MultiMaster 16mm solid carbide modular milling head 4 flute MM EC 160A12R 4.0-4T10 grade IC908  

389 (3) Iscar MultiMaster 16mm solid carbide modular milling head 4 flute MM EC 160A12R 4.0-4T10 grade IC908  

390 (42) Iscar indexable Unused milling inserts comprising: (30) Iscar APKT 160448-HM grade IC250; (12) ADKR 1503 FD-
R grade IC635  

391 (58) Iscar assorted Unused carbide inserts comprising: (30) WNMG 06T304-PP grade IC9250; (3) WNMG 06T304-NF 
grade IC20; (12) WNMG 06T302-NF grade IC20; (3) WNMG 080404-NF grade IC950; (10) WNMG 06T304 IC20; (1) 
MWLNL 2020K-06W indexable tool holder 

392 (32) Iscar indexable parting and grooving carbide inserts Unused TAG L4C-4D grade IC808 

393 (30) Iscar indexable Unused carbide inserts comprising: (20) CCMT 060204-SM grade IC8250; (10) CCMT 060204-SM 
grade IC9250 

394 (12) Iscar parting/grooving inserts comprising: (4) Iscar Penta 24N 100J004 Star parting/grooving inserts grade IC908; 
(8) HGL-3002J-6D grade IC325 grooving inserts 

395 (9) Iscar Unused indexable Cham drills comprising: (6) IDI 080-SG drills; (3) IDI 090-SG drills 

396 Assorted Iscar indexable inserts including: (10) SPMR 090304 grade IC8250; (7) CR D160-QF grade IC328 ball nose 
profile inserts; (4) TPMR 110308-PF grade IC9250; (9) CCMT 060204-14 grade IC3228; Assorted inserts PLUS 
spares; (1) IHFF 32 holder; (1) PICCO R007.0200-22 grade IC228 carbide grooving blade 

397 (24) Iscar indexable carbide inserts comprising: (14) CNMX 120708-M4PW grade IC8250; (10) SCGT 09T308-AS 
grade IC20 

398 (30) Iscar grooving inserts comprising: (10) GEPI 2.22-0.10 grade IC908; (10) GIP-1.4.0.00-.75 grade IC354; (10) 
GRIP 3003Y grade IC808 

399 (31) Iscar carbide grooving/parting inserts comprising: (7) GFF3R grade IC635; (2) TIP2P1.25-ISO grade IC908; (8) 
GTN5 IC354; (5) GIM 2.2J grade IC328; (8) GIP-0.80-0.00 grade IC808; (1) GTN2B grade IC328 

400 (30) Iscar carbide inserts comprising: (20) TPGX 110304L grade IC20N; (10) TPGX 110304 grade IC656  

401 (20) Iscar Unused H490 ANKX 1706PNTR-RM milling inserts grade IC830 

402 (33) Iscar assorted carbide indexable threading inserts comprising: (5) 11IR1.5 ISO grade IC908; (12) 16IRM 16UN 
grade IC250; (1) 16ER 3.00ISO grade IC50M; (1) 08IR 1.25MM ISO grade IC226; (1) 08IR 28UN grade IC228; (6) 
16ER 32UN grade IC908; (5) 16IRM AG55 grade IC250; (1) 16IRM 11W grade IC250; (1) 08IR 20UN grade 1C228 

403 (4) Wall mounted mild steel cabinets for 15" IP65 monitor, Unused; 600mm x 600mm; Glass viewing door with keys; 
C/W Meech Airtec stainless steel Vertex compressed air cabinet cooler. 

404 (1400) 30615 LS396MH 334U Purple 3M Hookit sheets 70mm x 396mm - P320 grit 

405 (1200) 30617 LS396MH 334U Purple 3M Hookit sheets 70mm x 396mm - P240 grit 

406 (1200) 30617 LS396MH 334U Purple 3M Hookit sheets 70mm x 396mm - P240 grit 

407 (1200) 30617 LS396MH 334U Purple 3M Hookit sheets 70mm x 396mm - P240 grit 

408 (9 rolls) 25mm wide x 25 metres Velcro Textil PS14 Hook-N-Loop white self adhesive tape 

409 (11 x 50 sheets) SIA Bodyline 70mm x 420mm 120 grit Grip Speed abrasive strips (Swiss made) PLUS (4 x 100 
sheets) Indasa RhinoStick WhiteLine abrasive sheets P120 grit 70mm x 450mm 

410 (7 x 25) DR1340 Unused Bibielle surface conditioning quick change discs, male thread, 3" dia coarse grit 

411 (7 x 25) DR1340 Unused Bibielle surface conditioning quick change discs, male thread, 3" dia coarse grit 

412 (1000) 3M 255P Hookit discs 75mm dia. (3") P180 grit coated abrasive  

413 (1000) 3M 255P Hookit discs 75mm dia. (3") P180 grit coated abrasive  

414 (1000) 3M 255P Hookit discs 75mm dia. (3") P180 grit coated abrasive  

415 (1000) 3M 255P assorted Hookit discs 75mm dia. (3") P180/P320 grit coated abrasive  

416 (5 x 5) 3M Hookit disc pads 02700; 76mm (3") x 12.7mm screwed male thread to hold 3M Hookit discs (USA made) 

417 (5 x 5) 3M Hookit disc pads 02700; 76mm (3") x 12.7mm screwed male thread to hold 3M Hookit discs (USA made) 

418 (5 x 5) 3M Hookit disc pads 02700; 76mm (3") x 12.7mm screwed male thread to hold 3M Hookit discs (USA made) 

419 (5 x 5) 3M Hookit disc pads 02700; 76mm (3") x 12.7mm screwed male thread to hold 3M Hookit discs (USA made) 

420 (1250) 3M 225P Hookit coated abrasive discs P120 grit; 203mm dia., 

421 (1250) 3M 225P Hookit coated abrasive discs P120 grit; 203mm dia., 

422 (1250) 3M 225P Hookit coated abrasive discs P120 grit; 203mm dia., 

423 (1250) 3M 225P Hookit coated abrasive discs P60 grit; 203mm dia., 

424 (1250) 3M 225P Hookit coated abrasive discs P60 grit; 203mm dia., 

425 (1250) 3M 225P Hookit coated abrasive discs P60 grit; 203mm dia., 

426 (2100 total quantity) SIA BlueLine 1960 SiarEXXCut abrasive sheets; 70mm x 125mm; (500) 40 grit PLUS (1600) 180 
grit 

427 (330) Standard Abrasives 6" dia. W/8 HLS VFN A/O BUFF-GP HK&LP plain buff and blending discs (USA made) 

428 (9) Kemet grade 25-L-C2 diamond compound applicators 5g size 

429 (9) Kemet grade 25-L-C2 diamond compound applicators 5g size 



 

 

430 (20) Struers 350mm x 2.5mm x 32mm bore 40A35 abrasive cut off discs; (Medium - hard metal ferrous) 

431 (5) Norton 300mm x 25mm x 127mm 38A60 KVS white grinding wheels 

432 (8) Flexovit 180mm x 6mm x 31.75mm WA220 KVM grinding wheels 

433 (1) Flexovit 250mm x 25mm x 76.20 grinding wheel 48A60KVS & (1) 12" X 1.1/2" X 38.1MM bore hard V wheel 

434 (6) Norton 300mm x 13mm x 127mm 19A60 KVS wheels PLUS (1) 200mm x 20mm x 31.75mm S6 B46 KVX wheel 

435 (6) Norton 100mm x 50mm 31.75 straight cup wheels A46 JVS grit; PLUS (30) 80mm x 13mm x 9.53mm Consort 
wheels GC60 JV; PLUS (16) Flexovit 100mm x 6mm x 31.75 WA80 K7V wheels 

436 (200) Flexovit 100mm x 3mm x 16mm bore depressed centre discs A36 Q-BF42 grit for Aluminium grinding/cutting 

437 (200) Flexovit 100mm x 3mm x 16mm bore depressed centre discs A36 Q-BF42 grit for Aluminium grinding/cutting 

438 (1) Scotchbrite 8" x 2" x 3" bore Multi finishing wheel 2S FIN 13187 (USA made) 

439 (7) Farecla AGM14 G mop advanced compund polishing heads 14mm thread; PLUS (2) AGM-CF compounding foam 
heads 

440 (12 x 50) Farecla 150mm P1500 7 hole abrasive film discs GSD 115/1 

441 (8 x 50) Farecla 150mm P1200 7 hole abrasive film discs GSD 112/1 

442 (20 x 25 sheets) Bodyline BWP1200 Wet/dry waterproof paper 230mm x 140mm silicon carbide, flex backing 

443 (20 x 25 sheets) Bodyline BWP1200 Wet/dry waterproof paper 230mm x 140mm silicon carbide, flex backing 

444 (20 x 25 sheets) Bodyline BWP1200 Wet/dry waterproof paper 230mm x 140mm silicon carbide, flex backing 

445 (10) 3M 7503 Unused large reusable half masks 

446 (10) 3M 7503 Unused large reusable half masks 

447 (10) 3M 7503 Unused large reusable half masks 

448 Assorted Unused PPE equipment: (1) 3M Peltor Optime 111 H540A hearing protector; (1) 3M 7503 half mask; (2 pair) 
welding goggles; (3pr Jackson V30 Nemesis safety specs; (1) Moldex 8000 half mask; (3pr) Pro2 Scott filters; (5 pr) 
Coloured visitor's specs) 

449 Ridgegear Unused RGH9 Front/Rear D harness & legs/chest straps (large) 

450 Scott FH61 Procap Proweld compact welding/helmet visor (made in Finland) 

451 (9) Merlin TC114 medical resuscitation aid face shields 

452 (9) Flexhone BC1218 Boron carbide honing/deburring tools BC1/2" 180SC 

453 (7) Flexhone assorted honing brushes comprising: (5) BC12M320A0 deburring brushes; (2) Osborn ATB flexible 
honing tools 3.1/2" dia., 120mm long 

454 (7) Flexhone assorted honing brushes comprising: (5) BC5.5MM 170/200C mesh diamond; (2) BC3/4(19mm) 180SC 
flex  hones 

455 (10) SIA double density abrasive hand blocks 70mm x 125mm x 38mm F03E 002 887 

456 (10) SIA double density abrasive hand blocks 70mm x 125mm x 38mm F03E 002 888 

457 (10) Electroflex BEPN212 diamond polishing cushioned hand pads 120 grit/125 Microns 

458 (10) Electroflex BEPN212 diamond polishing cushioned hand pads 120 grit/125 Microns 

459 (40) Wendt 101267 60mm x 10mm x 6mm A80 flap wheels & (15) Garryson W218 mounted points 

460 (150) Garryson zirconium 100mm x 16mm bore 60 grit flap discs 

461 (160) No. 6 artist Fitch brushes 83F06 

462 (10) Teng Tools 10" flat 2nd cut engineer files with handles 

463 (10) Teng Tools 10" flat 2nd cut engineer files with handles 

464 (12) Teng Tools 10" round 2nd cut engineer files with handles 

465 (12) Teng Tools 10" round 2nd cut engineer files with handles 

466 (12) Teng Tools 10" round 2nd cut engineer files with handles 

467 (3) 8030 Unused Conversion calculators Plus 

468 Assorted precision files comprising: (36) Vallorbe LP1142-6-2 150mm pillar narrow precision files cut 2; (15) 14cm 1/2 
round cut 2 needle files; (6) Sandvik 14cm 1/2 round cut 0 needle files; (2) 16cm cross cut 4 needle files 

469 (2) Heule C0FA8/8.6/H deburring tools 

470 (6) D4FW AGFA Structurix critical application radiography film; 136mm x 180mm 100FW; PLUS (2) AGFA D4FW film 
90mm x 120mm 

471 (84 pieces) Pilot SC-S-M bullet tip medium Super Color permanent markers - SILVER-  

472 (84 pieces) Pilot SC-S-M bullet tip medium Super Color permanent markers - SILVER-  

473 (84 pieces) Pilot SC-S-M bullet tip medium Super Color permanent markers - SILVER-  

474 (84 pieces) Pilot SC-S-M bullet tip medium Super Color permanent markers - SILVER-  

475 (84 pieces) Pilot SC-S-M bullet tip medium Super Color permanent markers - SILVER-  

476 (84 pieces) Pilot SC-S-M bullet tip medium Super Color permanent markers - SILVER-  



 

 

477 Semco 950-6 sealant hand operated high quality dispensing gun (USA made) 

478 Richter tank dipping tape; Stainless steel measure; SR-Frame 465-ES/20M +FT; Dipweight LT/0 FD-D-465-ES-20; 20 
metre; Brass weight 

479 (6 pairs) Mechanix Wear ORHD Knit CR3 X-large; High visibility work impact gloves 

480 (6 pairs) Mechanix Wear ORHD Knit CR3 X-large; High visibility work impact gloves 

481 (6 pairs) Mechanix Wear ORHD Knit CR3 X-large; High visibility work impact gloves 

482 (12) Lighthouse 3 function 3W CREE LED zoom Focus pocket  torches 210 lumens;  

483 (12) Lighthouse 3 function 3W CREE LED zoom Focus pocket  torches 210 lumens;  

484 (10) J Adams carbon steel blade shoe knives with leather holder 

485 (10) J Adams carbon steel blade shoe knives with leather holder 

486 Assorted Helicoil inserts and taps comprising: (1) Bollhoff M8 helicoil spiral flute HSS tap G11/18; (1) Recoil 8mm 
insertion tool; (1) 5/16" x 24UNF Bollhoff plug tap; (200) M8 x 2D helicoil inserts; (60) M10 x 1.1/2D; (10) M7 x 1.1/2D; 
etc 

487 (1400) Recoil Helicoil inserts M6 x 2D inserts;  

488 (6) 40mm x 25mm x 170mm sharpening stones XLS847M (brown); PLUS (8) 20mm sq s 160mm oil stones PLUS (3) 
AF131 triangular medium oilstones 

489 (30) Noga BN1010 Ni blades; (1) Noga BR2001 R2 blade; (10) E100S blades; (6) XEBEC CH-PO6B No 400 crosshole 
flex shaft ball shape deburring stones 

490 (50) Filtermist 70-706-10-017 DPDC30 PPC30 polypropylene 30 Micron 30 DOE filters 30" long PLUS (7) DPDC30 
PPC10, 10 Micron 

491 (5) Normount V2830; 25mm x 1.6mm thick x 63 metres black double sided foam tape 

492 (5) Saint Gobain 25mm x 1.6mm x 61 metre V2800 high bond double sided foam tape 

493 (5) Saint Gobain 25mm x 1.6mm x 61 metre V2800 high bond double sided foam tape 

494 (5) Saint Gobain 25mm x 1.6mm x 61 metre V2800 high bond double sided foam tape 

495 (5) Saint Gobain 25mm x 1.6mm x 61 metre V2800 high bond double sided foam tape 

496 (5) Saint Gobain 25mm x 1.6mm x 61 metre V2800 high bond double sided foam tape 

497 (5 x 1000 pieces) unused MetroTec Metpro BioCor high performance volatile corosion inhibitor paper (VCI) MS-3050-
SZB; 450mm x 450mm; S50 grade;  

498 (5 x 1000 pieces) unused MetroTec Metpro BioCor high performance volatile corosion inhibitor paper (VCI) MS-3050-
SZB; 450mm x 450mm; S50 grade;  

499 (5 x 1000 pieces) unused MetroTec Metpro BioCor high performance volatile corosion inhibitor paper (VCI) MS-3050-
SZB; 450mm x 450mm; S50 grade;  

500 (90 pairs) KeepSafe size 10 015016 lumber rigger gloves 

501 (90 pairs) KeepSafe size 10 015016 lumber rigger gloves 

502 1 pallet assorted Flexovit/Garryson abrasive spirabands, abrasive cartridge rolls, various sizes and grits PLUS (28) 
13mm x 25mm x 6mm spindle spiraband holders 

503 (10 x 100) Flexovit R228 10x25x3.2mm 80 grit cartridge rolls; (6 x 100) R228 cartridge rolls 13mm x 25mm x 3.2 x 80 
grit 

504 1 lot assorted Norton/Flexovit quick change surface abrasive discs (300) S2208 50mm SLF & (170) Norton 75mm 
coarse quick change blending discs 

505 (2 rolls) Saffron VE2/4 PVC film clear sheeting 0.750mm x 660mm x 70.5 metre (50kg per roll) 

506 (250) Terumo 50ml SYR 105 syringes (individually packed, without needles) 

507 (870) BD Emerald 5ml 307731 syringes (without needles) 

508 (1000) Semco 420 disposable precision moulded standard nozzles 4" long, 1/16" orifice; 

509 (1000) Semco 420 disposable precision moulded standard nozzles 4" long, 1/16" orifice; 

510 (1000) Semco 420 disposable precision moulded standard nozzles 4" long, 1/16" orifice; 

511 (1000) Semco 420 disposable precision moulded standard nozzles 4" long, 1/16" orifice; 

512 (1000) Semco 420 disposable precision moulded standard nozzles 4" long, 1/16" orifice; 

513 Assorted laboratory products including: (200) 1/2" needle dispensing tips 0.5" long orange, 23g; (3000) cotton tip 
applicators; (70) 120ml screwcap jars; Assorted IMI perspex scrapers clear & opaque; (2) Pyrex 600mm glass beakers; 
Assorted sealant mixing nozzles; (1000) UN504 60mm measuring measures,  

514 (300) Type B, 45mm x 110mm yellow horseshoe frame & window packers 1mm thickness 

515 (300) Type B, 45mm x 110mm yellow horseshoe frame & window packers 1mm thickness 

516 1 pallet assorted abrasive belts - see pictures 

517 (15,000) Hellermann Tyton T50MOS green cable ties 4.6mm x 245mm (made in UK) 

518 (15,000) Hellermann Tyton T50MOS green cable ties 4.6mm x 245mm (made in UK) 

519 1 lot (approx 10,000) assorted Ty-Rap high performance cable ties  



 

 

520 (2) Horn and Bauer protection masking film Wondermask Lite + Plus continuous sheeting; 200cm x 400m 317113;  

521 (24) 5kg boxes white cotton cleaning cloth 

522 (24) 5kg boxes white cotton cleaning cloth 

523 (12 bags) 10kg mixed rags 

524 (12 bags) 10kg mixed rags 

525 Large quantity assorted bimetal bandsaw baldes - see Excel file for full descriptions 

526 (3) Lubetech 14-2120; 120 litre maintenance spill response kits (absorbant socks, pillows, pads & disposal bags) 

527 (3 x 16) 3M P300 chemical sorbant MiniPillows 

528 (3 x 16) 3M P300 chemical sorbant MiniPillows 

529 (2) Lubetech 50cm x 40 metre Black & White spill maintenance rolls PLUS (1) 31-2093 75 litre Bundiquick pop up pool 
containment bund 

530 (6 x 75) Medline CRIE5000 large blue disposable isolation gowns 

531 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 10 

532 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 10 

533 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 10 

534 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 10 

535 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 10 

536 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

537 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

538 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

539 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

540 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

541 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

542 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

543 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

544 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

545 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

546 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

547 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

548 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 7. 

549 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 8. 

550 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 8. 

551 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 8. 

552 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 8. 

553 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 8. 

554 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 8. 



 

 

555 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 8. 

556 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 8. 

557 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 8. 

558 (120 pairs) Phulax 630  nitrile coated cotton lined blue 300mm length versatile mechanical/chemical handling, 
automotive assembly gloves. Food contact approved. CE marked. SIZE 8. 

559 (Approx 600) 1/2 litre white round polypropylene buckets (no lids) 

560 (Approx 4000) BBP12 - 12mm plastic strapping buckles 

561 (1500) Starchem PC600 paint measuring/mixing cups 

562 (6 pair) Aimont Dominus Fortis size 9 black metal trainer style safety boots 

563 (5 pair) Safety shoes/boots comprising: (3 pairs) Mascot Mont Blanc safety shoes; (1 pair) Size 13 safety boots; (1 pair) 
size 15 Steelite safety boots 

564 (5 pair) safety boots comprising of: (3 pair) V12 VR696 Lynx rigger boots (sizes 6, 7 & 12); (1 pair) size 8 chemical 
boots; (1 pair size 15 safety boots Steelite 

565 (5 pair) safety boots/shoes comprising: (2 pairs) Himalayan mid sloe boots size 11; (1 pair) safety shoes size 7; ( 2 
pairs) Blackrock hiker safety boots size 5 

566 (5 pair) Safety shoes/boots comprising: (1 pair) Ladies black Star Hook safety shoes size 9; (2 pairs)  Ladies Double 
density safety shoes size 3; (1 pair) Contract safety boot size 6; (1 pair) safety shoes size 6 

567 (2 pairs) safety boots comprising ( 1pair) Doctor Marten Calamus SIP metal free Oxblood safety boots size 7; (1 pair) 
Perf black ankle length welder's boots size 5 

568 (15) Wavian red 5 litre metal jerry cans c/w (14) flexible metal spouts to suit 

569 (4) 1200mm long floor sweeper heads blue; (10) 800mm long floor sweeper heads blue; (23) Cotton No 12 (12oz) 340g 
Kentucky style mop head; (10) 29582 aluminium sweeper handles 25mm x 1260mm long 

570 1 pallet assorted metric self colour fasteners; Hex headed bolts 8.8; Set screws; grub screws etc., 

571 (200) M12 X 120mm cup square hex/carriage bolts 

572 (2200) M10 X 30mm cup square hex/carriage bolts 

573 (200) M12 X 140mm cup square hex/carriage bolts with nuts 

574 (100) M12 X 200mm cup square hex/carriage bolts with nuts & (100) M12 X 220mm cup head hex/carriage bolts with 
nuts 

575 (200) M12 X 60mm cup square hex/carriage bolts with nuts 

576 (100) M12 X 150mm cup square hex/carriage bolts with nuts 

577 (300) M12 X 30mm cup square hex/carriage bolts with nuts PLUS (100) M12 x 50mm hex coach screws 

578 (500) Assorted cup square hex/carriage bolts with nuts comprising: (200) M10 X 70mm; (100) M10 X 80mm: (100) M8 
X 120mm; (100) M6 X 70mm 

579 (300) M16 X 90mm high tensile hexagon bolts self colour 

580 (300) M16 X 90mm high tensile hexagon bolts self colour 

581 (180) Assorted hexagon headed bolts 8.8 comprising: (20) M24 X 160mm; (20) M24 X 50mm; (50) M12 X 60mm; (90) 
M12 X 170mm 

582 (195) Assorted high tensile hexagon headed bolts comprising (100) M16 X 65mm; (75) M16 X 100mm; (20) M16 X 
150mm 

583 (120) M20 X 60mm Zinc plated high tensile hex headed bolts; (25) M20 X 60mm hex headed self coloured screws; (16) 
M20 X 50mm hex headed set screws; (10) M20 X 220mm hex head screws 

584 (6250) M6 X 50mm hex washer thread forming screws BZP 

585 Assorted dome headed rivets including: (1500) 4.8 x 25mm ALU/Steel; (750) 6mm x 12mm ALU/steel; (4000) 4.8mm x 
16 ALU rivets; (1500) 4.8 x 16 ALU/steel; (1500) 4.8 x 11mm ALU domed rivets 

586 (4000) Bossard M8 X 20mm Hex socket flat countersunk head screws fully threaded  

587 (375) Assorted hex headed bolts 8.8 self colour comprising: (175) M16 X 65mm; (200) M16 X 50mm 

588 Assorted Tappex inserts including (220) M8 Tappex inserts; (260) M12 Tappex inserts; M4 X 8mm TapTite screws; 
(13,000) 4.2mm x 13mm self drill pan head zinc screws etc., 

589 1 pallet assorted metric high tensile bright finish/BZP fasteners including (200) M10 X 80mm hex headed bolts; (50) 
M24 X 50mm zinc plated set screws; (22) M16 X 145mm hex headed bolts; M16 X 100mm hex headed bolts etc., 

590 1 pallet assorted fasteners: M16 domed zinc nuts; M16 bright steel wing nuts; M12 A2 self locking nuts; Cotter pins, 
hex nuts, washers etc 

591 1 pallet assorted stainless steel metric fasteners: (2000) M5 X 14mm hex set screws; M16 x 120mm hex set screws; 
M20 x 50mm hex headed set screws; (4000) M5 X 16mm pozi flat screws; Nuts, washers etc., 

592 Large quantity sheet metal fasteners - anchor rivet bushes; Miniserts; self clinch studs; weld studs; Clinch pins etc. 
SEE EXCEL SHEET FOR FULL DESCRIPTIONS AND QUANTITIES 

593 Large quantity rivet squeezer sets - SEE EXCEL SHEET FOR DESCRIPTIONS AND QUANTITIES 



 

 

594 (21) Starlite 112120 1/2"x100 degree plated countersink 60 grit to facilitate assembly of fasteners; Magnicon diamond 
bond plated; DCS500 Tool number 

595 (29) Starlite 112130 x 130 degree diamond plated countersinks 60 grit to facilitate assembly of fasteners 

596 (19) 02-441 Starlite micro-stop countersink cages to suit Starlite countersinks (lots 594 & 595); Maximum Capacity: 
5/8", Shaft Level: 5/16", Depth Adjustment: 0.001", Maximum RPM: 3,000; Hardened and ground spindles, bronze 
bearings & precision depth control. Removable no-mar plastic footpiece included. 

597 (840) SEL 3/16" Skinpin fastener manually operated sheet gripper rivet clamps (black); Extra long for work up to 1" grip 
length 

598 (640) SSL 1/8" Skinpin fastener manually operated sheet gripper rivet clamps (yellow); standard length 

599 (10) Huck rivet aircraft sheet metal gauges comprising: (3) HG110-12 gauges; (3) HG110-08 gauges; (4) HG110-10 
gauges 

600 1 pallet 3M assorted products including: (240) EPX50 1:1/2:1 PLA050-01-A1 Maxpac mixing plungers; (5) 14" SBBK14 
black floor pads; 3M File belt sander attachment arm vessel 28375; (800) Versaflo TR3600 prefilters; (3 boxes) M976 
Versaflo hoods etc., 

601 (4 x 18kg) ESAB OK ARISTOROD 12.5; 1mm coils solid welding wire 

602 (4 x 18kg) ESAB OK ARISTOROD 12.5; 1mm coils solid welding wire 

603 (2 x 15kg) SIFTRODE 6013 manual metal welding electrodes 2.5mm 

604 (2 x 15kg) SIFTRODE 7018 manual metal welding electrodes 2.5mm 

605 (5 x 1kg) Umicore F30/70 Brazetec welding flux 

606 (3 x 5kg) Lincoln Electric LNT25 1.6mm GTAW wire welding rods 1 metre 

607 (13 x 0.7kg reels) 0.6mm 1500 MIG welding wire  

608 Assorted welding consumables including Brass collets; Thermodyne tips; Retaining nozzles; Murex M8 gas diffusers; 
Double gas outlet valve; (10) ESD wrist straps ERG10ABL; ESAB nozzles; Ceramic WP9 inners; Gs lens bodies; Gs 
detector acetones; (40) Trumpf 1.0/M8/ECE standard nozzles etc., 

609 (10) TS Boy 0.9 litre Non Spill Glue Pot and Brush Cement Keeper Anti Evaporation 

610 (10) TS Boy 0.9 litre Non Spill Glue Pot and Brush Cement Keeper Anti Evaporation 

611 (10) TS Boy 0.9 litre Non Spill Glue Pot and Brush Cement Keeper Anti Evaporation 

612 (10) TS Boy 0.9 litre Non Spill Glue Pot and Brush Cement Keeper Anti Evaporation 

613 CS200 X 2mm x 2.4 metre wide x 2.5 metre high PVC Industrial PVC strip curtain door kit (15 pieces 2.473 metre x 
200mm x 2mm CS) C27560;  

614 (10) Mennekes 3853 32 amp pin IP67 industrial plug; 32A-6H/3PTN 200/346V; 240/415 Volt 

615 Assorted Scattergood & Johnson glands: (30) PG36 nylon locknut grey; (80) PG11 locknuts; (60) M16 grey nylon 
glands; (70) PG21 skin top ST grey glands 

616 1 lot (9 pieces) assorted ground flat stock 18" long; (4 lengths) 16mm x 1 metre screwed rod  

617 HUK Unused wafer 8" butterfly valve; PN16 1308; PTFE EPDM gear type; 316 stainless disc; DN200; 30:1  

618 Lutz universal fluid pump motor, unused; 394 watt; 100-120 volt; AC 50/60Hz; IP54. Swiss made 

619 (6) Leytool 21mm AF single end hexagon No. 3 standard turnover ratchets 

620 (6) 2023-0454 L/handle ball valves 1/2" F-F DN15 PN25  

621 Assorted machine shop tooling including: (8) unused Madler 75mm bore single split steel shaft/clamp collars; 103mm 
o/d; 62317500 ref; (1) 2012-25 metric taper bush; (1) 2012-28 taper bush; (1) 1108-20 metric bush; (10) PP15E U2J 
10mm bore x 12mm bushes; (1 set) 16B-3 British standard connecting links; (1) 250.111.163.000 metal tool changer 
gripper; (4 sets) TEC Thame 09963 links; Compression springs etc 

622 Assorted machine shop tooling including: Hydac 4WE 6J S01-24GD/V. 6063148 PN 350 bar gauge; (8) 2019-8560 
KELM fitting connectors; Norgren 3040202 & 3029302 valves; (5) HOP4 1/4" BSP hook on nipples; (10) 1/4 x 1/4 Wade 
1063 couplings etc., 

623 (6) Donaldson P171635 hydraulic filters spin on 1.50 bar; PLUS (2) 0400 DN025 BN4HC Hydac filter elements; Filtrec 
DHD 160-G10B hydraulic filter; D930 G10 A filter; (2) 1463610 500 bar Roemheld controls; (1) Piab 0128423 filter 
element 1/2"; 3/4"; 

624 (3) F112-SS stainless quick couplings FLT 2913545D 

625 (500) unused 1" -150 BSP female threaded half sockets 316 stainless pipe connections for hot/cold water, oil &  gas 
pipes etc., PLUS (16) 2" - 150 BSP female threaded half sockets 316 stainless 

626 (18) 2" female cast iron unions GFEU32 

627 Large quantity Tee reducers: (8) 1.1/2-1" GFUT 24/16/24; (10) 1/2-3/8" GFUT 08/06/08; (10) 1/2" Equal Tees GFET08; 
(10) 1" Equal Tees GFET16; (10) 1/8" Equal Tees GFET02; (10) Reducing sockets GFFR16/12; (10) Reducing 1.1/2 - 
1/2" GFFR24/08; (20) Reducing bushes GMFB16/12; (10) 1.1/2 - 1" Reducing bushes GMFB24/16 

628 Assorted cast iron nipples: (10) 1/4 hex nipples GEC04; (10) 3/4 hex nipples GEC12; (10) 3/8 hex nipples GEC06; (10) 
3/8 female sockets GFFA06; (10) 3/4 - 1/2" nipple reducers GRC12/08 

629 Dunlop SL307 belt tightening motor slide base for frame motor 90-112 



 

 

630 LinkBelt 20B-1 British standard roller chain 5 metre DIN 8187 

631 LinkBelt 20B-1 British standard roller chain 5 metre DIN 8187 

632 LinkBelt 20B-1 British standard roller chain 5 metre DIN 8187 

633 Donghua 20B-1 British standard roller chain 5 metre DIN 8187 

634 Donghua 20B-1 British standard roller chain 5 metre DIN 8187 

635 Donghua 20B-1 British standard roller chain 5 metre DIN 8187 

636 (1) Elite IWIS 12B-2 British standard roller chain 5 meter PLUS (1) IWIS 08 B-1 L86SL 1/2 X 5/16" 5 metre roller chain 
DIN 8187 

637 Assorted Tube Gear tube releasing tools consisting of: (1) Raufuss 4 R99100200 12mm PRO; (2) R90080200 8mm 
tools; (2) R990600200 6mm tools; (1) 999100200, 10mm tool 

638 1 lot (approx 50 sheets)  Nitrile strip 560mm x 200mm x 3mm thick; assorted bearings including: (6) RASEY 30N cast 
iron housings; (5) FAG 2207-2RS-TVH bearings; (6) NSK 3203B-27CTNGC3 bearings; (4) LDK PPM04920-ROSE 
bearings PHSB12L; (3) Koyo NJ2205E TVP2; (2) LDK 702365 PHSB-10; (1) SNR 16012-C3J30 deep groove; (3) SNR 
600S22 air gland bearings; (2) Koyo RNA 22/8 2RS needle bearings; (2) 702364 PHSB-10 bearings; (2) PHSB-8LBSF 
bearings; O rings, belts etc., 

639 (34 boxes x 24 pieces) Steroplast Sterotape dressing tape; 1.25cm x 10 metres; 6871/SS; 

640 (15 pieces) Industrial internal doorway PVC curtains; C27560 Each 2.473 metres x 200mm wide x 2mm thick, door kit 
(total size 2.4 metre wide x 2.5 metre high) (rail not included) 

641 (3) 4" diameter x 0.6 nylon tube brushes 6 foot twisted steel flexible shafts 

642 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

643 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

644 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

645 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

646 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

647 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

648 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

649 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

650 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

651 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

652 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

653 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

654 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

655 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

656 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

657 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

658 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

659 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

660 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

661 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

662 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

663 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 



 

 

664 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

665 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

666 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

667 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

668 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

669 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

670 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Blue Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE approved; Full quality 
control details attached. 

671 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

672 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

673 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

674 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

675 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

676 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

677 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

678 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

679 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

680 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

681 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

682 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

683 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

684 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

685 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

686 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

687 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

688 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

689 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

690 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

691 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

692 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

693 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

694 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

695 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 



 

 

696 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

697 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

698 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

699 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

700 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Green Disposable Nitrile Gloves Size Large; Powder free; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached 

701 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

702 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

703 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

704 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

705 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

706 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

707 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

708 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

709 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

710 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

711 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

712 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

713 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

714 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

715 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

716 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

717 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

718 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

719 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

720 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

721 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

722 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

723 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

724 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

725 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  

726 (10 boxes of 100) Pure Glove Violet Disposable Nitrile Gloves; Powder free; Size Medium; CE certified; Full quality 
control details attached  
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